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Nederlandse samenvatting
–Summary in Dutch–
Lawaai heeft reeds eeuwen een negatieve invloed op de levenskwaliteit van de
bevolking. Onder de negatieve effecten van omgevingslawaai vinden we naast
hinder ook slaapverstoring en een reductie van werk- en leerefficintie. Op lange
termijn kunnen hypertensie en ischemische hartziekte optreden. Verkeer vormt in
Europa de grootste bron van lawaai en diverse toekomstverkenningen wijzen erop
dat dit verkeer de komende decennia nog sterk zal toenemen. Ondanks de reductie
van de geluidsemissie per voertuig kan men dan ook verwachten dat de negatieve
effecten van geluid nog zullen toenemen gedurende de komende 20 jaar. Om een
effectief en efficint beleid te kunnen voeren rond (verkeers)lawaai zijn accurate
voorspellingsmethodes nodig voor zowel geluidsniveaus als effecten van geluid.
Sinds enkele tientallen jaren hebben verschillende onderzoekers numerieke me-
thodes gezocht om het geluidsklimaat in een stad in kaart te brengen. Deze be-
rekening wordt ook vandaag nog in belangrijke mate beperkt door de beschik-
bare computerkracht. Bij directe oplossing van de golfvergelijking worden het
interessedomein of de randen ervan opgedeeld in voldoend kleine cellen, typisch
kleiner dan de interessante golflengte. De berekening van de geluidsdruk in deze
cellen vraagt zoveel cpu-tijd dat methodes gebaseerd op het rechtstreeks oplos-
sen van de golfvergelijking onbruikbaar zijn voor het voorspellen van geluidsni-
veaus in een volledige stad of stadsdeel. Zogenoemde engineering modellen zoals
ISO9613, Harmonoise/Imagine en CNOSSOS werden ontwikkeld als een balans
tussen nauwkeurigheid en berekeningsefficintie. Bronnen van verkeersgeluid wor-
den opgesplitst in puntbronnen of lijnbronnen. De verzwakking van het geluid
tussen deze bronnen en de waarnemingsposities wordt berekend op basis van geo-
metrische relaties tussen bronnen, waarnemers en objecten. Het bepalen van deze
geometrische informatie is doorgaans veel sneller dan berekeningen op basis van
een rooster van cellen. Hierdoor kunnen berekeningen op het schaalniveau van de
stad uitgevoerd worden.
Sinds 2002 legt de Europese Richtlijn Omgevingsgeluid aan de lidstaten op om
vijfjaarlijks geluidskaarten op te stellen. Onder impuls van deze verhoogde geluidskaart-
activiteit werden een aantal meetcampagnes opgezet om de nauwkeurigheid van de
berekende kaarten te verifiren. Voor het directe geluidsveld komen berekeningen
en metingen doorgaans vrij goed overeen. In afgeschermde zones onderschat-
ten de berekeningen het geluidsniveau meestal. In het eerste hoofdstuk van dit
doctoraat komt met een oplossing voor deze onderschatting. De onderschatting
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is vooral het gevolg van de verwaarlozing van meervoudige reflecties tussen ge-
bouwen. Alhoewel engineering modellen veel sneller rekenen dan golfmodellen,
blijft de berekening van een geluidskaart voor een volledige stad een rekeninten-
sieve aangelegenheid. Daarom kiest men er meestal voor om het aantal reflecties
te beperken tot 1 of 2. De rekenlast neemt immers meer dan lineair toe met het
aantal reflecties. Om hieraan tegemoet te komen en de onderschatting te vermij-
den zonder significante toename van de vereiste cpu-tijd, werd in dit doctoraat
een nieuw engineering model ontwikkeld: het QSIDE model, genoemd naar het
Europese project waarbinnen dit onderzoek viel.
Het QSIDE model steunt op de vereenvoudiging van de formules die de diffractie
over brede schermen beschrijven. Met deze vereenvoudigde formules en enkele
bijkomende veronderstellingen kunnen de bijdragen van alle spiegelbronnen tot
het geluidsniveau in de afgeschermde ruimte expliciet gesommeerd worden tot de
Hurwitz-Lerch transcendent. Deze sommatie wordt bekomen voor perfect vlakke
en evenwijdige gevels. In werkelijkheid reflecteren gevels het geluid deels diffuus.
Daarom worden in de formules een aantal te fitten cofficinten toegevoegd die op
basis van een groot aantal eindige differentie tijdsdomein (FDTD) simulaties. Een
database van FDTD berekeningsresultaten voor typische afmetingen van gebou-
wen en breedte van straten werd hiervoor doorgerekend. Het finale QSIDE model
werd gevalideerd aan de hand van een langdurige meetcampagne in Gent.
Het QSIDE model gaat voor het kwantificeren van het effect van de straat canyon
uit van een vlak dak en introduceert een afzonderlijke correctie voor dakvorm en
tussenliggende canyons. Om de onzekerheden ten gevolge van deze benadering
te reduceren werd in een volgend hoofdstuk van dit doctoraat een veralgemeende
functie voor meervoudige diffractie afgeleid. Deze formulering werd gevalideerd
door vergelijking met meer gedetailleerde analytische modellen en eindige diffe-
rentie tijdsdomein simulaties. Dit hoofdstuk introduceert ook een verfijnde bena-
dering in het geval de gebouwen aan beide zijden van de straat significant in hoogte
verschillen. Het verschil tussen de voorgestelde benaderingen en FDTD simulaties
zijn beperkt tot 1.5 dB voor de meeste frequenties en de meeste ontvangerposities
en weg van de lijn die zichtbare en onzichtbare zones scheidt.
Ondanks de hiervoor vermelde verbeteringen kunnen strategische geluidskaarten
nog significant afwijken van de werkelijkheid omwille van de onzekerheid op
bronvermogens, propagatiecondities, additionele niet gekarteerde bronnen, en vooral
de temporele variaties hierin. Daarenboven wijzen studies naar geluidslandschap-
pen, slaapverstoring en andere effecten van geluid op het belang van temporele
fluctuaties zowel op de tijdschaal van de dag (schouderuren voor slaap) als op
de kortere tijdschaal (L10 en L90 in geluidshindermodellen). Om deze temporele
effecten mee te nemen, wordt de dynamische geluidskaart in dit doctoraat gentro-
duceerd. De term “dynamische geluidskaart” refereert naar een geluidskaart die in
korte tijdstappen up-to-date gebracht wordt (b.v. om de 15 minuten) op basis van
metingen in een dicht, maar beperkt netwerk van sensoren. Complementair aan
energie gebaseerde indicatoren zoals LAeq kan de dynamische geluidskaart ook
andere indicatoren bevatten die relevant zijn voor de beoordeling van effecten op
de mens zoals de statistische geluidsniveaus L10 en L90.
SUMMARY IN DUTCH xv
De methodologie die in dit doctoraat voorgesteld wordt voor het berekenen van
dynamische geluidskaarten gaat uit van een vrij goede theoretische kennis van
bronvermogens en propagatie. Op beide termen worden vervolgens kleine correc-
ties voorzien die op basis van het afstemmen van kaart en metingen in een beperkt
aantal locaties worden bepaald. In een stedelijk gebied vind je letterlijk duizen-
den geluidsbronnen. Het spreekt voor zich dat al deze bronnen en hun propagatie
bijsturen tot een ondergedetermineerd probleem aanleiding geeft. Daarom wordt
het aantal vrijheidsgraden gereduceerd door groeperen van bronnen en propagatie-
paden. Binnen elke categorie wordt verondersteld dat de correcties dezelfde zijn.
Het aantal vrijheidsgraden wordt hierdoor beperkt tot het aantal categorien van
bronnen en propagatiepaden eerder dan tot het aantal bronnen en propagatiepa-
den. Het probleem wordt hierdoor oplosbaar en een gradueel adaptief systeem uit
de signaalverwerking, het LMS algorithme, wordt gebruikt om de correctietermen
te bepalen. Als gevalstudie wordt deze methodiek toegepast op het district Ka-
tendrecht in Rotterdam. Hieruit bleek dat convergentie bekomen wordt en dat ook
in een aantal onafhankelijke validatiepunten de correspondentie tussen kaart en
metingen in 75% van de observatieintervallen verbetert. Ook de voorspelling van
statistische niveaus zoals L10 en L90 verbetert door introductie van de dynamische
geluidskaart.
Samengevat zijn in dit doctoraat een aantal innovaties op het vlak van het opstel-
len van geluidskaarten gentroduceerd die moeten toelaten enerzijds strategische
geluidskaarten efficinter en nauwkeuriger op te stellen, anderzijds beter rekening
te houden met dynamische aspecten van het geluidsklimaat. Het achtergrondmo-
del dat via drie afzonderlijke bijdragen de predictie van geluidsniveaus in afge-
schermde zones nauwkeuriger bepaalt kan op een vlotte manier gecombineerd
worden met de klassieke benadering en zou zodoende aan de nieuwe CNOS-
SOS methodologie toegevoegd kunnen worden. Dynamisch geluidskarteren opent
nieuwe mogelijkheden voor interpolatie tussen geluidsmonitoringsstations en zal
een essentieel onderdeel vormen van een state-of-the-art “internet of sound obser-
vatories” dat deel kan uitmaken van de toekomstige slimme stad.

English summary
For centuries, noise has resulted in a negative impact on the quality of life of
inhabitants, such as sleep disturbance, cardiovascular diseases and the cognitive
impairment in children. Surveys in Europe show that the number of vehicles, as
the most prominent noise sources, will not decrease. Despite the reduction of the
noise emission per vehicle, one can expect that the negative effects of noise will
hardly improve within the next 20 years. In order to conduct an effective and
efficient policy on road traffic noise, accurate prediction methods are therefore
required, at least to estimate the impact.
For several decades, researchers have been developing numerical methods to map
sound pressure levels in a city. The direct solution of the wave equation, either
solved in time domain, such as the finite-difference time-domain method, or in
frequency domain, such as the finite element method, needs to divide the calcula-
tion region into a large number of very small cells. The calculation of the sound
pressure in these cells requires so much CPU time that are incapable of predicting
noise levels in an entire city or district. Therefore, some engineering-type mod-
els such as ISO9613, HARMONOISE/IMAGINE and CNOSSOS-EU have been
developed as a balance between accuracy and computational efficiency. In these
engineering models, traffic noise sources are represented by point sources or line
sources. Reflections and diffraction in the horizontal plane can be calculate by
ray/beam tracing method, whilst the insertion loss of an obstacle in the vertical
plane can be calculated based on the geometrical relationship between the sources
and observers. Such methods are able to produce city-wide maps.
Since 2002, the European Noise Directive has required its member states to make
noise maps every 5 years. Spurred by this increased activities of noise mapping,
several campaigns were launched to verify the accuracy of the calculated maps.
For the direct sound field, calculations and measurements usually match well.
However, calculations often largely underestimate the noise in shielded areas. The
underestimation is mainly due to the insufficiently consideration of multiple re-
flections between buildings. Although engineering models run much faster than
wave-based models, the calculation of a noise map for an entire city is still a com-
putational intensive task. The number of reflections is therefore usually limited
to 1 or 2. To address these issues and avoid such underestimation without a sig-
nificant increase in the required CPU time, a general model for background noise
mapping was developed in this dissertation.
The background noise model is based on the simplification of formulas describing
diffraction over wide barriers. With these simplified formulas and some additional
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assumptions, contributions from all the image sources to the noise levels in the
shielded area can be summed explicitly by the Hurwitz-Lerch transcendent. This
summation is obtained for perfectly flat and parallel walls. In reality, reflected
sounds from fac¸ades are partly diffuse. Therefore, some coefficients are added
to the formulas to include this effect as well. These coefficients are based on a
large number of finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations. A database
of FDTD calculations for typical building heights and streets widths was build-up
for this purpose. The final background noise model was validated by a long-term
measurement campaign in Ghent.
The background noise model for quantifying the effect of street canyons is ex-
tracted based on flat roofs and introduces separate adjustments for the presence of
intermediate canyons and roof shapes. To reduce the uncertainties resulting from
assuming the flat roofs, a generalized form for multiple diffraction was derived af-
terwards. This formulation has been validated by comparison with more detailed
analytical models and FDTD simulations. Additionally, a sophisticated approach
in case the buildings on both sides of the street significantly differ in heights was
presented. The difference between the proposed approaches and FDTD simula-
tions are limited to 1.5 dB for most of the frequencies and most of the receiver
positions, on condition that they are far away from the line separating visible and
invisible zones.
Despite the improvements mentioned above, strategic noise maps can still be sig-
nificantly different from live measurement because of the uncertainties in source
power, propagation and additional non-traffic related sources, as well as the neglect
of the temporal variations. Furthermore, studies of soundscape, sleep disturbance
and other effects of noise on humans strongly depend on the temporal fluctuations
both on a daily basis and on a shorter time scale percentile levels (such as L10
and L90 in noise measurement). To predict short-term noise levels and take these
temporal effects into consideration, the concept of a “dynamic noise map” was in-
troduced in this thesis. The term “dynamic noise map” is used to refer to a noise
map that is updated in short time intervals (e.g. every 15 minutes) based on mea-
surements made in a measurement network of noise sensors. As a complement to
an energy-based noise level indicator as LAeq , the proposed methodology can also
include other indicators that could be relevant for the evaluation of the effect of
noise on people such as the percentile levels L10 and L90.
The proposed methodology to calculate dynamic noise maps assumes that there
is a reasonable good theoretical approximation of source power and propagation.
Based on this assumption, the offset from the modelled sources to the true sources
and the offset from modelled attenuation to the true attenuation can be supposed as
only minor adjustments that are determined by matching the calculated indicators
and measurements in a limited number of locations. When mapping the noise in an
urban area, there are usually thousands of sources. Clearly, adjusting all of these
sources and their propagation paths makes the problem strongly under-determined.
Therefore, the number of degrees of freedom is reduced by grouping sources and
propagation paths into a limited number of categories. Within each category, it is
assumed that the corrections are the same. The number of degrees of freedom is
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thus limited to the number of categories of sources and propagation paths rather
than the number of sources and propagation paths themselves. By this, the under-
determined problem becomes determined. A gradually fitting system adapted from
the signal processing field, the LMS algorithm, was used to determine these cor-
rection terms. By a case study, this method was applied to the district Katendrecht
in Rotterdam, the Netherlands. The results of the case study showed that conver-
gence was obtained and the equivalent sound pressure levels between calculations
and measurements in the independent validation points were improved more than
75% of the observation intervals. The prediction of percentile levels, L10 and L90,
were also improved by introducing the concept of dynamic sound updating.
In summary, this doctoral thesis presents some innovations in noise mapping tech-
niques helping on one hand to calculate strategic noise maps efficiently and accu-
rately, and on the other hand to take the dynamic aspects of the sound environment
into consideration. The background model, improving predictions of noise levels
in shielded areas, can be combined smoothly with the traditional noise mapping
approach and could thus be added to e.g. the new CNOSSOS methodology. Dy-
namic sound mapping provides interpolation strategies between noise monitoring
stations and could form an essential part of a state-of-the-art “website of sound
observatories” that could be part of the smart city in the future.

1
Introduction
1.1 Noise situation and strategic noise mapping
The industrial revolution of vehicles in the 20th century brought people conve-
nience together with noise. According to [1, 2, 3], 20% of the European residents
are exposed to noise over 65 dB(A) during day time and more than 30% are ex-
posed to noise over 55 dB(A) at night. The major contribution to these noise levels
comes from the traffic. The number of vehicles in Europe would still increase with
31% and 17% for light-duty vehicles and heavy-duty vehicles when comparing
2030 data of 2010 [4]. Although electronic cars have quieter engines than the tra-
ditional cars with internal combustion engines, the purchased traditional vehicles
would still be travelling on the street. Besides, the electronic vehicles still produce
rolling noise. As a result, noise pollution from road traffic sources would still be
very serious in the near future.
Noise pollution jeopardises the quality of life in many aspects [5], such as sleep
disturbance [6], noise annoyance [7, 8, 9] and even risks for cardiovascular dis-
eases [10]. Not only high level noise, but also traffic noise below 55dB(A) could
cause changes in the endocrine system [11, 12] and may further cause health risks
[13] (page 67). For long-term noise exposure, the situation is even worse than the
short-term dose-response relation [11]. A study showed that morning tiredness is
associated with long-term traffic noise exposure [14]. Many studies also show that
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long-term traffic noise is strongly related to sleep disturbance [15, 16] and may
lead to cardiovascular risks [17, 18, 19, 20].
To have a quiet and sustainable environment, the European Council has started
their noise policy since 1993 [21]. Member states have made their noise policies
even earlier. From 2002, the European Environmental Noise Directive called for
noise maps and action plans for agglomerations, major roads, railways and airports
every 5 years to identify the environmental problems and develop a long-term EU
strategy.
A strategic noise map should provide an overall noise prediction in a long term
of an area employing the major indicators Lden, Lday , Levening and Lnight. Till
now, two rounds of noise mapping have been performed and prediction accuracies
at e.g. completely shielded urban locations were shown to strongly deviate from
measurements. Additionally, not only the strategic noise mapping is interesting,
but also an increasing demands for short term predictions rise for noise annoyance
studies and sleep disturbance studies. These problems are the main motivation of
this research work.
1.2 Numerical approaches for noise mapping
To predict the urban noise climate, numerical simulations are widely used. The ap-
proaches based on direct solution of wave equations either in time domain such as
FDTD (finite-difference time-domain) [22, 23, 24] or in frequency domain such
as FEM (finite element method) [25] require densely divided grids to get sat-
isfactory accuracy. For computers nowadays, these approaches need too much
CPU time to calculate a noise map in a city. Therefore, some engineering mod-
els such as ISO9613 [26], HARMONOISE/IMAGINE [27, 28], NMPB2008 [29]
and CNOSSOS-EU [30], were developed to balance the accuracy and efficiency.
Based on these engineering models, calculating a noise map with a city size is
possible.
These engineering models are mainly based on models of sources, propagation
and digital terrain. The digital terrain model is used to determine the geometrical
relation between sources and receivers. The predicted sound pressure level at a
receiver position from a source is generally described as:
Lp = LW −A
where Lp is the sound pressure level at the receiver position, LW is the source
power level of the source and A is the attenuation. A may consist the attenua-
tion from the ground, barriers and geometrical divergence etc. If more than one
source propagates to the receiver, the total sound pressure level then is the sum
of contributions from all these sources. The source and propagation models often
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differ considerably from each other. In chapter 2 and chapter 3, the propagation
models are analysed in detail. In the appendix, a comparison between different
source models are listed. The same relation among source power level, attenuation
and the sound pressure level at receivers, as stated in the above equation, are also
applied to the study in the following chapters.
In noise mapping, the contributions from many sources to a receiver are usually
separated in horizontal plane and vertical plane. In the horizontal plane, reflec-
tions and diffraction from sources to a receiver are traced by sound rays or beams.
Whilst, the contributions in the vertical plane are quantified by twisted sections
linking a source to the receiver. The buildings or barriers in the section are as-
signed heights directly without considering the roof shapes in the vertical dimen-
sion. The total sound pressure level at the receiver then should include all these
contributions. This approach, 2.5D method, is widely used in strategic noise map-
ping.
Many case studies of the noise maps have been calculated around the European
Union [31, 32, 33] and even some Asian [34, 35] and South America countries
[36] follow the EU to make noise maps. Meanwhile some measurement campaigns
were also carried out [37, 38, 39]. Compared to measurements, the noise levels at
the most exposed fac¸ades are usually predicted in a satisfactory way, however, for
the completely shielded yards, the predicted noise level are usually lower than the
measurement [40, 41].
The underestimation is mainly due to the neglect of multiple reflections between
parallel buildings and the contribution of distant sources. This is done to prevent
the calculation time increasing tremendously. A reflection can be treated as sound
coming from a mirror source. The number of mirror sources increases exponen-
tially as the number of reflections due to the surrounded reflectors. Additionally,
the sound ray may reach a receiver that could not be reached without this ad-
ditional reflection. The difficulty of detecting the geometrical relations between
images sources and the receiver would also increase considerably. Therefore, the
reflection number is often set to 1 in noise mapping activities. The underestimation
caused by using 1 reflection compared to multiple reflections is often more than 5
dB in typical urban geometrical conditions. A comparison figure was presented in
chapter 3 and similar comparison can also be found in [42].
Due to the above mentioned reasons, it is very useful to develop an engineering
model including multiple reflections and diffraction in a concise and explicit term.
In chapter 2, such an engineering model was derived based on theoretical analy-
sis and some parameters are then fitted from FDTD simulations for street canyon
propagations to correct for fac¸ade roughness and diffusion. This model includes
all the reflections in one term and then the total increased simulation time is inde-
pendent from the number of reflections in the vertical sections.
Moreover, increasing the radius of the affected sources also considerably drags
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down the calculation efficiency. To save calculating time, most of the distant
sources are excluded in classical noise mapping. However, all distant sources
together can still strongly affect the background levels especially in places that
are completely shielded from direct sound, although the contribution of a single
distant source is often small. Therefore, the concept of background noise mapping
was introduced in chapter 2 to include the contribution of distant sources.
1.3 Urban background noise mapping
Background noise mapping is useful to determine whether a quiet side is present.
The European Environmental Noise Directive (END) specifies that a quiet side is
present if the noise level at the shielded fac¸ades is at least 20 dB lower than the
noise level at the most exposed fac¸ades of the dwelling (Directive 2002/49/EC).
Although different researchers may not agree completely with this definition, sur-
veys show that inhabitants of dwellings exposed to high road traffic noise levels
can benefit from having access to a quiet side [43, 44, 45, 46]. This effect can be
efficiently implemented in architecture design and urban planning by putting the
noise sensitive rooms such as bedrooms at a quiet side. Even with modern sensor
network technology, it would still be very costly to launch a dense measurement
network in large cities to evaluate a quiet area or quiet side for a long term. As a
result, marking a quiet side is still mainly based on noise maps. The accuracy of
the noise mapping would then strongly affect the noise effect study.
Compared to tracing the sound rays in the horizontal 2D plane in the strategic
noise maps, the background noise map focuses on the contributions from the roof
top due to multiple reflections and distant sources. For some shielded areas where
traced beams cannot reach these kinds of places, the background noise mapping
dominates the noise levels (as shown in chapter 2). The distant sources, such
as sources inside 1500 m were all included in the noise level calculation. By
energetically summing the background noise maps to the strategic noise maps ,
the noise prediction could be corrected. To avoid over weighting the correction,
the strategic noise map here should not include the diffraction from the roof top.
In case it is difficult to re-calculate the strategic noise map, the background level
can also be added as a first approximation since contributions of reflections from
2nd to infinite is usually 5 dB larger than the 1st reflection as shown in chapter 3.
To sum up the reflections in a canyon, it is too difficult to use the existing theo-
retical solutions, such as Pierce’s method. Therefore, a simpler but still accurate
method to calculate the sound diffraction over a thick barrier is developed based on
Pierce’s method, which is presented in chapter 2. Besides, the details of the back-
ground noise model is also presented in chapter 2. Since the background noise
model has high accuracy and calculating efficiency, it may offer some ideas for the
future CNOSSOS-EU model to calculate the background noise level after more
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validations and modifications.
The geometrical condition in a real urban area is much more complicated than
the simplified assumptions made by the above mentioned models. Therefore these
models often neglect effects such as the attenuation caused by roof shapes and
propagating over multiple canyons etc. In the above mentioned background noise
model, building roofs are supposed to be flat and the intermediate canyons are
not considered when summing the multiple reflection effects. Although additional
correction terms for the roof shape and intermediate canyon effect were proposed,
more accurate calculations for these effect are still very important. In chapter 3,
a generalized form was derived to calculate the sound propagating over non-flat
roofs together with multiple reflections. The validation cases well matched this
model, however, to implement it in a noise mapping software, one still needs to
consider how to trace the roof shapes and canyon details between source and re-
ceiver. This part of work is much more difficult than the 2.5 D tracing strategy.
Therefore, the model in chapter 3 appears as a future option instead of using it
in current background noise mapping. The uncertainties of the background map-
ping will be further corrected with the dynamic mapping concept, an interpolation
between measurement stations, in chapter 4.
1.4 Dynamic noise mapping
Although the strategic noise maps can be corrected by the background noise maps,
uncertainties caused by the source model and propagation model are still in the
predictions. In the source model, a vehicle is assumed to be simplified to a sin-
gle point such as CNOSSOS-EU model or combination of a few point sources
such as HARMONOISE model. Vehicles are classified to a few categories by the
characteristics of noise emission. In every category, the vehicles are assumed to
be identical with each other. The source power is split into a rolling noise part
which is generated by the tire-road interaction and a propulsion noise part which
is mainly generated by the engine and exhaust. The power emission of a single
vehicle is related to the driving speed, vehicle category and other driving and road
conditions. The total power emission level is also related to the traffic flow which
is often a long-term average value. For minor roads, the traffic flow is often not
available and also fluctuates considerably. In the propagation model [30, 28], the
uncertainties mainly come from the indirect propagation paths, where objects exist
isolating the source and receiver to be invisible. The sound has to travel through
reflections, diffraction or their combinations to reach to a receiver. Additionally,
some uncertainties could also be due to the simplification of ground and terrain
characteristics. Reflections by the vertical obstacles are considered by the image
sources strategy and very small (< 0.5 m for [30]) object would be ignored. The
diffraction over a thick barrier (a building with flat roof) is calculated due to the
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geometrical relation among sources, receivers and the building itself, as well as
the wave length. A detailed comparison between different engineering models can
be found in the appendix. Another calculation uncertainty during the propagation
is refraction and scattering by the meteorological turbulence.
Not only the long-term strategic noise map, but also the short-term dynamic pat-
tern is very interesting, which is proved to be related to noise annoyance. There-
fore dynamically predicting the sound level is becoming an increasing desire for
soundscape and sound perception studies. Additionally, calculations of strategic
noise maps do not include the dynamic pattern of temporary sources, such as loud
temporary activities, loud (un)loading noise, the short-term traffic patterns and
the one-way roads. Some other dynamically changed parameters, such as strong
meteorological fluctuations are also not included in the strategic noise mapping.
Therefore, it is motivated to develop a method to dynamically predict the sound
levels by interpolating the noise maps between measurements, as shown in chapter
4.
A dynamic noise map is used to refer to a noise map that is updated in short time
intervals (e.g. every 15 minutes) based on measurements made in a measurement
network of noise sensors which is not necessary very dense. In addition to the
usual LAeq , the map can also include other indicators that could be relevant for
the evaluation of the effect of noise on people such as L10 or L90. A dynamic
noise map is usually obtained by tuning the noise calculations between measure-
ment positions based on the strategic noise maps. One solution is to monitor the
dynamic pattern of the sources and correct the immission levels proportionally to
the changes of the sources [47, 48]. This solution implies that the propagation is
fixed. This assumption will fail when the effect of meteorological condition can-
not be ignored. Another solution is to interpolate the sound pressure levels directly
from measurements taken at the sound observatories [49]. The measurement grids
must be sufficiently density, otherwise the interpolation would cause large errors.
Micro traffic simulations are not discussed since this method would not be possi-
ble to be updated in a short time interval [50, 51]. A noise map could be tuned by
updating both the sources and propagations. Considering correcting every source
and propagation, the calculation of sound pressure level at a measurement station
could be proportional to the product of the number of sources Ns and number of
propagation pathsNh: Ns ⋅Nh. Updating this number of corrections would require
too much CPU time and is anyhow only statistically valid. The degree of freedom
in this kind of system would also be too large to be determined. Therefore, the
sources and the propagation “paths” are grouped to a few categories. If the correc-
tion in every category is supposed to be the same, the updating task then reduced
to be proportional to the product of the number of source category and number of
receiver category: Nm ⋅Nn, where Nm is the number of source category and Nn
is the number of category of propagation paths.
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Updating the sound levels per 15 min is suitable for capturing typical activity pat-
terns and resulting in low standard errors at the same time among different mea-
surement days. In an urban environment, the short-term dynamics are mainly de-
termined by passing of vehicles. A few minutes could be a suitable time interval
to balance the stability and representability. Therefore, the goal of the fitting is up-
dating the fitting system per 15 min, which also require a small number of degrees
of freedom.
The discussion on the underlying model and reduction of degrees of freedom ex-
plicitly depends on frequency. Although in principle there are no fundamental con-
strains in performing the fit to measurements on a frequency per frequency basis,
the additional freedom jeopardizes the uniqueness of the solution and thus could
easily lead to over-fitting. The corrections on both sound power and propagation
are assumed to be independent on frequency.
1.5 Outline of the research
In this doctoral dissertation, the main tasks are to develop a background noise
model for the shielded areas and an interpolation method to dynamically predict
the urban noise map. The dissertation will be presented as follows. In chapter 1,
traffic noise and its effect are briefly reviewed. The motivation of this work and the
basic improvement are also introduced. In chapter 2, the general model to correct
the background noise mapping is discussed. In this chapter, a simplified diffraction
function over a thick barrier is developed. Besides, the effect of multiple reflec-
tions is studied. The main formula is deduced based on the simplified diffrac-
tion function and the main correction coefficients are fitted from finite-difference
time domain (FDTD) simulations. In chapter 3, this background noise model is
generalized to solve more common urban situations as propagating over multiple
building roofs. Additionally, the sum of multiple reflections over one building (a
thick barrier) is generalized to over many buildings. The generalization was also
validated by FDTD simulations. In chapter 4, the dynamic noise mapping model
is developed based on the models mentioned in the previous chapters. The dy-
namic mapping method is validated by a case study in Katendrecht of Rotterdam.
In chapter 5, conclusions and suggestions for future work are discussed. In the ap-
pendix, the HARMONOISE and CNOSSOS-EU source model are compared. The
diffraction functions among commonly used theoretical and engineering models
are also compared. The FDTD configurations used for extracting the parameters
in the QSIDE model are listed.
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1.6 Publications
1.6.1 Publications in international journals
• Weigang. Wei, A. Bockstael, B. De Coensel, D. Botteldooren. Interference
of Speech and Interior Noise of Chinese High-Speed Trains with Task Perfor-
mance. ACTA ACUSTICA UNITED WITH ACUSTICA, 88(5):790-799,
SEP-OCT 2012.
• Weigang. Wei, D. Botteldooren, T. Van Renterghem, M. Hornikx, J. Forsse´n,
E. Salomons, M. O¨gren. Urban Background Noise Mapping: The Gen-
eral Model. ACTA ACUSTICA UNITED WITH ACUSTICA, 100(6):1-1,
NOV-DEC 2014.
• M. Hornikx, J. Forsse´n, D. Botteldooren, T. Van Renterghem, Weigang. Wei,
M. O¨gren, E. Salomons. Urban Background Noise Mapping: The Multiple-
Reflection Correction Term. ACTA ACUSTICA UNITED WITH ACUS-
TICA, 100(2):293-305, MAR-APR 2014.
• J. Forsse´n, M. Hornikx,D. Botteldooren, Weigang. Wei, T. Van Renterghem,
M. O¨gren. A model of sound scattering by atmospheric turbulence for
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ACUSTICA, 100(5): 810-815(6), SEP-OCT 2014.
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Urban background noise mapping: the
general model
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Surveys show that inhabitants of dwellings exposed to high noise levels ben-
efit from having access to a quiet side. However, current practice in noise
prediction often underestimates the noise levels at a shielded fac¸ade. Mul-
tiple reflections between fac¸ades in street canyons and inner yards are com-
monly neglected and fac¸ades are approximated as perfectly flat surfaces yield-
ing only specular reflection. In addition, sources at distances much larger
than normally taken into account in noise maps might still contribute signif-
icantly. Since one of the main reasons for this is computational burden, an
efficient engineering model for the diffraction of the sound over the roof tops
is proposed, which considers multiple reflections, variation in building height,
canyon width, fac¸ade roughness and different roof shapes. The model is fitted
on an extensive set of full-wave numerical calculations of canyon-to-canyon
sound propagation with configurations matching the distribution of streets and
building geometries in a typical historically grown European city. This model
allows calculating the background noise in the shielded areas of a city, which
could then efficiently be used to improve existing noise mapping calculations.
The model was validated by comparison to long-term measurements at 9 build-
ing fac¸ades whereof 3 were at inner yards in the city of Ghent, Belgium. At
shielded fac¸ades, a strong improvement in prediction accuracy is obtained.
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2.1 Introduction
Several researchers found that inhabitants of dwellings exposed to road traffic
noise levels can benefit from having access to a quiet side [1, 2, 3, 4]. The Eu-
ropean Environmental Noise Directive (END) specifies that a quiet side is present
if the noise level at the shielded fac¸ade is at least 20 dBA lower than the noise
level at the most exposed fac¸ade of the dwelling (Directive 2002/49/EC). How-
ever, there is still some debate about accurately defining a quiet side (e.g. [5]). In
typical European cities, many enclosed shielded courtyards and parks exist that
can provide such quiet areas. Notwithstanding the lack of a good definition, re-
search on quiet sides and its implementation in urban planning also suffers from
a lack of accuracy in commonly used noise mapping when it comes to predicting
noise levels in urban shielded areas. The EU is currently renewing its guidelines
for methods to be used in noise mapping, yet the lack of accuracy of noise map-
ping in shielded areas is mainly due to the choices made during implementation
and application of the methods. Typically, the underestimation of the noise level
at such shielded places, is caused by limiting the number of reflections in streets
and yards and by neglecting contributions of distant sources that could become
dominant. To solve these problems, simplified theoretical models, such as the “flat
city model” and the “equivalent source model(ESM)”, were developed to predict
the noise level in shielded courtyards [6, 7]. However, these models need further
improvement. For example, the coupling between the sound field inside a street
canyon and the propagation above the roofs can depend on the difference in height
of the buildings forming the street canyon. Moreover, the ESM is computationally
too costly to cover a whole city. In this chapter, an efficient engineering model
for background noise mapping is proposed that is inspired by the concept of the
“flat city model” and a new approximation to more advanced diffraction formu-
las. The coefficients of the proposed engineering model are fitted on an extensive
set of 2D simulations of canyon-to-canyon sound propagation, which are based
on finite-difference-time-domain (FDTD) method [8, 9]. The effect of multiple
reflections, variation in building height, canyon width, building fac¸ade roughness,
finite impedance and roof shape is taken into account. The proposed engineering
model is designed to complement the noise map calculated by 2.5D methodologies
in which the diffraction over buildings due to reflections between canyons may not
be sufficiently considered. The direct field, reflection in the horizontal plane as
well as diffraction around vertical edges is assumed to be accounted for by the
“parent” model (e.g. following the CNOSSOS-EU methodology. The proposed
extension calculates the contribution to the noise level caused by all sources that
are shielded by at least one building in the vertical plane. In this work, a building
is a construction of at least 4 m high and at least 5 m wide; conventional noise
barriers are expected to be correctly included in the “parent” model. The resulting
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“background” noise level should be added to the level obtained using the “par-
ent” model. With this approach the national and international standard methods
currently in use can still be applied. For every contributing source the suggested
procedure for calculating the “background” noise level at the shielded location
reads:
Lpb = 10 log10 (100.1Lpdb + 100.1Lp,scatter) (2.1)
Lpdb = LW −Afree −Adiffr −Ainter (2.2)
Adiffr = −10 log10 (10−0.1Abar + 10−0.1Acan) (2.3)
where,
• Lpb = the “background” sound pressure level excluding the diffraction around
the vertical edges and excluding the diffraction over conventional noise bar-
riers [dB].
• Lpdb = the contribution to the “background” level in still, homogeneous
atmosphere [dB].
• LW = sound power level per octave band of a point source representing part
of the traffic, no directivity is taken into account since multiple sources will
contribute to the shielded level as well as multiple reflections from various
directions [dB].
• Adiffr = the attenuation caused by the building, which is limited by diffrac-
tion and multiple reflections over the building [dB]. The diffraction and re-
flections in the horizontal plane are not the concern of this chapter and they
are supposed to be calculated in the END map.
• Afree = 3D free field divergence [dB].
• Abar = the attenuation by the building(s) cutting the direct path between
source and receiver limited by diffraction over the building roof, including
the effect of the ground. Only the direct diffraction path without reflections
in the canyon is considered in this term [dB].
• Acan = the attenuation of the sound following a path between source and re-
ceiver including at least one reflection in the source and/or receiver canyon.
If canyons are present, this term quickly dominates Abar and thus deter-
mines Adiffr [dB].
• Ainter = additional attenuation caused by diffraction at intermediate canyons [dB].
• Lp,scatter = the contribution to the background sound level caused by scat-
tering from atmospheric turbulence [dB] [10].
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Atmospheric absorption is not included as a separate term in this model as it is
implicitly included in the Acan term, where the absorption was added by post-
processing the FDTD simulation results. One of the major assumptions for the
model is that the sound propagation in 3D can be calculated by the summation of
many 2D sections. This so called 2.5D approach is quite common and forms e.g.
the basis of the Harmonoise reference model [11] and the CNOSSOS-EU method-
ology [12]. Also, the full wave numerical model used to extract the coefficients
in the proposed equations cannot be used for 3D simulations due to computational
cost. Therefore, also for the reference calculation, line sources are split into many
emission points and all contributions are summed. In this approach, fac¸ades are
“twisted” so their faces become normal to the line connecting source-receiver [13].
It can be shown from numerical simulations that the error caused by using the
twisted angle approach is reasonably small [14]. A correction for 3D free field
spreading of the contributions of reflections is taken into account. A second im-
portant assumption is that wind and temperature gradients are not included in the
Abar and Acan terms. For the Ainter term meteorological effects (except scatter-
ing) are considered implicitly(see further) since downwind refraction over larger
distances may have a noticeable effect.
This chapter is organized as follows. In section 2, the configurations and setups
of the simulations that are used for fitting coefficients in the engineering model
are introduced. In section 3, the attenuation terms (A-terms) are studied in detail.
In section 4, the calculated background noise levels are compared to long-term
measurements at 9 locations in the city of Ghent, Belgium. The latter compari-
son includes the contribution from turbulence scattering. The engineering model
developed for calculating turbulence scattering can be found in [10].
2.2 Simulation configurations and setups
The simulations cover different widths of source canyons, receiver canyons and
intermediate buildings, as well as different building heights. Distributions of these
parameters for a typical historically grown European city, are extracted from a
GIS-building layer for the city of Ghent. The distribution of the projected canyon
and building widths along each source-receiver line is shown in figure 2.1. Note
that the width is defined along a line that is not necessarily orthogonal to the build-
ing fac¸ade, which is compatible with the point-to-point model that is proposed.
72% of the projected buildings widths and 78% of the canyons are less than 50 m
wide. Besides, the most frequently projected widths of the buildings and canyons
are 24 m and 12 m, respectively. The full-wave numerical simulations on which
the engineering model is based have been limited to canyon and building widths
between 4.8 m and 42 m. The heights of the buildings are varied from 4 to 16 m.
The building fac¸ades are modeled in a realistic way by assigning different materi-
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als and making the fac¸ade surface irregular to allow for the build-up of a diffuse
sound field in the city canyons, which was shown to be an essential aspect of urban
sound propagation [15]. The road surface is modelled as perfectly reflecting both
in source and receiver canyon. In these simulations, the normalized impedance of
windows and brick walls are taken as Zn = 77 and Zn = 10 respectively. Receivers
are located along the fac¸ade and across the canyons. A typical simulation config-
uration is shown in figure 2.2, where, Ws, W , Wr are the width of the source
canyon, intermediate building and receiver canyon respectively. Hi is the height
of the building in the direct sound path, andHs,Hr are the heights of the buildings
flanking the source and receiver canyon respectively. Since the sound waves travel
a longer distance because of multiple reflections, the air will absorb more sound
energy than during direct propagation between source and receiver. The effect of
the air absorption, with T = 10 ○C and Humidity= 70%, is added to the simulated
impulse response using the approach proposed in references [16, 17].
When sound waves oscillate in the canyon, the multiple reflection effect will change
with the relative location of the source and receiver, the height of the buildings and
the width of the canyon and buildings. In total, 565 configurations with combina-
tions of these parameters were simulated.
The excess attenuation caused by screening and ground effects was proven not to
be affected too much by source type in the far field [18]. However, in the case of
multiple reflections in a street canyon, small differences might still occur. There-
fore, the time-domain response is multiplied by 1/√ct to approximately translate
the line source propagation to point source propagation [19]. In our data post-
processing, this technique is used to approximate point source propagation from
canyon to canyon.
2.3 Analysis of attenuation terms: Abar, Acan, and
Ainter
The attenuation is resolved as separate parts Adiffr and Ainter, where Adiffr
is calculated by the sum Abar and Acan, as −10 log10 (10−0.1Abar + 10−0.1Acan).
Abar and Acan will be formulated in section 2.3.1 and section 2.3.2 respectively.
Ainter will be introduced in section 2.3.3.
2.3.1 Abar
Abar is the attenuation of a thick barrier including the presence of the ground. In
absence of canyons and in case of a flat roof, it is the only remaining term. In this
study Abar = Abar,flat, +Abar,roof , where, Abar,flat is the attenuation of a rigid
barrier with flat roof; Abar,roof is the correction of the roof shape in dB.
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Figure 2.1: Distribution(a) and cumulative probability(b) of the projected building and
canyon width in the city of Ghent, Belgium. In the simulations, the widths of buildings and
canyons are limited to 42 m.
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Figure 2.2: A typical simulation configuration, where Ws, W and Wr are the width of
source canyon, intermediate building and receiver canyon; Hs, Hi and Hr are the height
of the left, intermediate and right building; h1 and h2 are the distance from the source or
receiver to the top of the building; θs and θr are the angle between the building fac¸ade and
the connecting line from the source or receiver to the diffraction edge; βs and βr are the
outside angle of the building which equals 3pi/2 in this study.
2.3.1.1 Abar,flat: rigid barrier with flat roof
In most noise mapping methods (including CNOSSOS-EU), the ISO9613-2 diffrac-
tion formula or similar is used to calculate Abar,flat. By comparing with an in-
situ long-term measurements [20] and FDTD simulations, it was found that using
the ISO standard to calculate Abar leads to large predicting errors. Therefore, a
more accurate but still computational efficient approximation is needed. In a first
step, ground reflection is ignored. According to the literature [21, 22, 23, 24],
Abar,flat,0 can be expressed with high accuracy by equation (2.4):
Abar,flat,0 = −10 log10 {(RL )2 [f2(X1) + g2(X1)] [f2(X2) + g2(X2)]} (2.4)
where, X1 = Xs and X2 = B Xr when Xs > Xr; X1 = B Xs and X2 = Xr when
Xs <Xr. Xs andXr are functions of geometrical positions and diffraction angles.
Xs = γsMνs(βs − θs), Xr = γrMνr(βr − θr), γs = √2rs(W + rr)/(λL), L =√(rs + rr +W )2 + (zs − zr)2, (zs = zr in the two dimensional case considered
here), R is the distance between source and receiver,
B = √W (W + rs + rr)/ [(W + rs)(W + rr)] and Mνs(θ) = cos(νpi)−cos(νθ)ν sin(νpi) ,
νs = pi/βs and νr = pi/βr. Definitions of parameters are shown in figure 2.2.
f(X) and g(X) are functions of Fresnel integrals C and S [21]:
f(X) = [1
2
− S(X)] cos(1
2
piX2) − [1
2
−C(X)] sin(1
2
piX2) (2.5)
g(X) = [1
2
−C(X)] cos(1
2
piX2) + [1
2
− S(X)] sin(1
2
piX2) (2.6)
The combination f2 + g2 needed in equation (2.4) simplifies since the cosine and
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sine functions cancel out, reducing the expression to:
f2(X) + g2(X) = [0.5 −C(X)]2 + [0.5 − S(X)]2 (2.7)
whereX is the input argument. For a noise mapping model, calculating the Fresnel
integrals is computationally too costly, so an approximation is needed.
For this, it is first observed that the distances involved in the formula for diffraction
over building, and in particularW , are generally large compared to the wavelength.
Thus, γ will be large. If source and receiver heights are much lower than the
building height, β − θ will remain larger than pi and it can be verified that Mν is
not smaller than one. For these cases, the input argument X satisfies X ≫ 0. For
large arguments, the Fresnel integrals can be approximated by [25]:
C(X) ≈ 0.5 + 1
piX
sin(pi
2
X2) (2.8)
S(X) ≈ 0.5 − 1
piX
cos(pi
2
X2) (2.9)
Inserting equation (2.8) and (2.9) into equation (2.7) results in a very simple form
for f2 + g2:
f2(X) + g2(X) = 1(piX)2 (2.10)
However, when the source or observer are in the extension of the plane of the
roof, the angle difference β − θ approaches pi and Mν approaches zero which
makes S(X), C(X) and f2(X) + g2(X) become singular. To avoid this strong
singularity while keeping the error at larger X limited, a small constant is added to
the numerator and denominator. The value of this constant is obtained by requiring
that the error it introduces is small for typical values of X1 and X2 found in a
typical city (see Figure (2.4)). In addition the approximation minimizes the error
over the whole range of angles (Figure (2.3)). The following approximation of
equation (2.10) is proposed:
f2(X) + g2(X) = ( 0.37
X + 0.37)2 (2.11)
Thus, equation (2.4) is simplified to:
Abar,flat,0 ≈ −10 log10 [(RL )2 ( 0.37X1 + 0.37)2 ( 0.37X2 + 0.37)2] (2.12)
When Xs >Xr, X1 = √ 6rs(W+rr)λ(rs+W+rr) ∣−0.5 + cos( 23θs)∣,
X2 = √ 6rrWλ(W+rr) ∣−0.5 + cos( 23θr)∣;
when Xs <Xr, X1 = √ 6rsWλ(rs+W ) ∣−0.5 + cos( 23θs)∣,
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Figure 2.3: Error estimation of f2 + g2 compared with the theoretical values. In this case,
W = 10λ, rs = rr = 10λ,βs = βr = 3pi2 , θs = pi4 , θr increases from 0 to pi/2
X2 = √ 6rr(W+rs)λ(rs+W+rr) ∣−0.5 + cos( 23θr)∣.
Figure 2.3 illustrates how, for a typical urban sound propagation case, the large
argument approximation and the proposed approximation for the Fresnel integrals
differ from the accurate calculation. Although there is a small increase in inaccu-
racy for the proposed approximation when θr is very small, a strong benefit can be
observed for θr > pi/3. Even when θr = pi/2, there is still less than 3 dB deviation.
Specifically, at X = 0 the approximate formula gives 1, however, knowing that C
and S become zero at X = 0, the actual value should be 0.5, which implies a 3 dB
error. It should however be kept in mind that this situation will only occur for very
few of the source receiver paths contributing to the overall noise level. To further
illustrate the fit of the proposed approximation for diffraction over buildings, the
distribution of the input X is extracted for the city of Ghent and plotted together
with error contours in figure 2.4. At the X1 and X2 combinations where the dis-
tribution peaks, the error introduced by using equation (2.12) is particularly small
and it stays below 1.5 dB for all combinations that have a significant probability
of occurrence.
With this simplification, the Fresnel integrals in equation 2.7 are canceled out and
only the geometrical parameters remains, which reduces computing time consid-
erably and makes it easier to implement. It is suggested to include contributions
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Figure 2.4: Error estimation reference to the theoretical solution, where “( 0.37
X+0.37)2”
indicates the equation (2.11). Every line indicates 0.5 dB difference.
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Figure 2.5: Effect of roof shape.
from the image sources due to ground reflections explicitly as a rule. Since the
source height for road traffic noise applications is usually very low, the diffrac-
tion term does not differ significantly between the path from the original source
and from the image source and the calculation can be simplified by assuming that
Abar,flat is the same as Abar,flat,0. The total Abar,flat can be obtained by sum-
ming up the contribution of paths “source→ receiver” Abar,flat,0, “image source→ receiver” Abar,flat,1, “source → image receiver” Abar,flat,2 and “image source→ image receiver”
2.3.1.2 Abar,roof : correction of roof shape
In some European city centers, gabled roofs are very common. The sound waves
propagating over an idealized gabled roof may be diffracted once, twice or three
times before reaching the observer. It should be noted that roofs may be more
complicated and diffraction may result in a wide range of significantly different
sound attenuation [26]. The effect of roof shape depends on the source and receiver
position, the angle of the roof and the building height. According to the statistics
for Ghent (as a typical old European city), the most common width of canyons
and buildings is 12 m and 24 m respectively, and the mean height of the buildings
is 10.9 m. If the height of the roof is assumed to be 4.5 m, then most of the
sources and receivers below 4.5 m high would be located inside the shadow region
where the sound wave has to diffract three times to reach the receiver at the other
side of the building, as shown in figure 2.5. Under this condition, Abar,roof is
linearly correlated to Abar,flat. To simplify the calculation of the roof, Abar,roof
is rewritten as a linear function of Abar,flat:
Abar,roof = q0Abar,flat − q1 (2.13)
Fitting on 1788 numerical calculations by least squares method yields values of,
q0 = 0.27 and q1 = 3.4, with a mean squared error of the fit equal to 3.0 dB for
equation (2.13). The fitting database covers building heights from 6 m to 16 m,
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Figure 2.6: Accuracy of the fitted and analytical curve. The curve labeled “W = 10m”
indicates the exact values, while curve labeled “W = 10m fit” indicates the approximated
values obtained using equation (2.13). The height of the building is 12 m. The source is 5
m to the fac¸ade and the distances from receivers to fac¸ade are 0.1, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 5 m
respectively.
building widths from 10 m to 160 m and all roof heights are 4.5m. Figure (2.6)
shows the accuracy of the fit for a particular situation.
If a source canyon or a receiver canyon is present, the image source or the im-
age receiver would most probably lie outside the three-diffraction region, which
means that the effect of roof shape on the multiple-reflection path would probably
be much more important. The roof effect in such cases is discussed in detail in
section(2.3.2) as Acan,roof .
2.3.2 Acan
Acan is the attenuation of the sound following a path between source and receiver
including at least one reflection in the source and/or receiver canyon. Acan =
Acan,flat+Acan,roof , whereAcan,flat is the extra attenuation in case of a flat roof
on the intermediate building; Acan,roof is a correction accounting for a gabled
roof shape.
An analytic formulation for the additional effect of the canyons has to fulfill some
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requirements: 1) if the height of the outer buildings goes to zero, the term should
vanish; 2) if the outer buildings become much higher than the screening building,
Acan should saturate when further increasing the outer building height.
2.3.2.1 Contribution of multiple reflections
Multiple reflections, occurring at the fac¸ades of the outer buildings and intermedi-
ate building, influence the canyon-to-canyon propagation in a different way. When
Hs or Hr increases, the effect of multiple reflections increases monotonically at
all frequencies. When Hi increases, the effect of multiple reflections increases at
one hand. At the other hand, the shielding of the middle building also increases.
Similar to Abar, Acan,flat is also frequency dependent.
2.3.2.2 Formulation of Acan,flat
Suppose the buildings are higher than 4 m and the sources are in the middle of
the canyon, then an analytical form of Acan,flat can be obtained based on image
source theory. Details are described in Appendix A2. By adding fitting coefficients
F (0), F (1), F (2) and F (3) to different contributing parts, small approximation
errors as well as effects of non flat fac¸ades can be reduced. The proposed analytical
form thus reads:
Acan,flat ≈
−F (0)10 log10 ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣F (1) C1sρ
6
sR
2(C3s +Ws)2 100.1Lhs + F (2) C1rρ
6
rR
2(C3r +Wr)2 100.1Lhr
+ F (3) ρ6sρ6rR2(3.31h1/√λ +C)(3.31h2/√λ +C)100.1Lhs100.1Lhr
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (2.14)
where C = 1.5Ws +W + 1.5Wr, other parameters can be found in the Appendix
A2.
The three terms in equation (2.14) describe the contribution from all image sources
to all image receivers. The F (1) term can be interpreted as a reverberant source
canyon field diffracted into the receiver canyon. As such(C3s +Ws)2 = 1/ (3.31h1√W /λ + 1.5Ws +W + rr)2 expresses mainly the am-
plification due to the source canyon reverberation. A similar interpretation can
be given to the F(2) and F(3) terms. If W becomes very large, the whole F (1),
F (2) and F (3) term will approach F (1)C1sρ6s100.1Lhs , F (2)C1rρ6r100.1Lhr and
F (2)ρ6sρ6r100.1Lhs100.1Lhr , which implies that the effect of the source and re-
ceiver canyon become independent and are then only related to the receiver or
source canyon dimension. This is also verified by numerical simulation as shown
in [14]. If Ws becomes very big, the source canyon effect will vanish and similar
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situations can be found for the receiver canyon if Wr becomes large. If h2 → 0,
Lhr becomes meaningless because of (Hr − hr)/(Hi − hr) tending to ∞. This
condition implies that the receiver is at the same height as the top of the shielding
building and the canyon effect can then be neglected. As a result, the F (2) term
becomes zero. Since the source position is almost close to the ground in most
cases, h1 is expected not to tend to zero.
Based on fitting equation (2.14) to the database containing (20740 numerical re-
sults) with ρs = ρr = 0.97, minimizing the quadratic error, the following coeffi-
cients were found: F (0) = 1.04, F (1) = 12.53, F (2) = 21.75 and F (3) = 0.05.
The mean squared error between Acan,flat and the simulated results is 7.1 dB. If
both Hs and Hr are very large, Acan,flat tends to a constant.
A comparison between the fitted equation and several common cases calculated
by the FDTD method are shown in figure 2.7. Several typical configurations are
depicted, showing good agreement between the fitted equation and the detailed
simulations. The analytical approximation follows the increasing or decreasing
trends very well, but it cannot capture the increase if Hs > Hi. Additionally, if
Hs is much lower than Hi, an overestimation of the reflections could be observed.
The reason could be because that the diameter of ellipsoid between image source
and receiver is much bigger than Hs. In this condition, the sound waves “leak”
from the canyon meanwhile the model still include this part.
2.3.2.3 Acan,roof
When canyons are present, the sound reflects in these canyons and the Acan,roof
can be considered as the extra attenuation of the sum of different Abar,flat terms
with different powers and positions of image sources and receivers. However, the
image sources could reach the receivers or image receivers by only one diffraction
from the roof top which will significantly increase the sound power at the receiver
positions, as show in figure 2.5. Additionally, this effect depends strongly on the
geometrical configuration of the buildings and canyons which also differs signif-
icantly from one to another. In this study, Acan,roof is quantified from the litera-
ture [26], where an extensive set of roof shapes was numerically studied. The gen-
eral contribution of a gabled roof was around -5 dB. In this study, Acan,roof = −5
dB if both a source and a receiver canyons are present and Acan,roof increases to
-2.5 dB if only one canyon is present. Acan,roof is zero on condition that the roof
shape is flat.
2.3.3 Ainter
The presence of intermediate canyons could lead to additional attenuation of sound.
Since Acan is fitted based on thick barrier simulations only, an additional correc-
tion term, Ainter, is necessary. According to the FDTD simulations, Ainter in-
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(a) Case study 1 with Hi = Hr = Ws = Wr = 9.6 m, W = 10 m, and Hs
changes
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Figure 2.7: Comparison between FDTD simulations and the analytical approximation. In
these comparisons, the source is in the center of the canyon with height of 0.5 m. The
receiver is 6.4 m away from the intermediate building which has a height of 4 m.
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creases approximately by 1.8 dB/canyon for buildings of equal height as shown
in(figure 2.8). A previous study also shows 1.8 dB/canyon [27] and similar find-
ings were reported based on the measurement data from So¨dermalm in Stock-
holm [28]. As mentioned in the introduction, moderately downward refraction is
assumed. At longer propagation distances, the effect of an atmospheric gradient
resulting in downward refraction can be approximated by bending the ground sur-
face upward which is comparable to lowering intermediate buildings [29]. Figure
(2.9) shows the effect of different heights of intermediate buildings. In this figure,
“H” indicates the height of the high intermediate building-block and equals 9.6 m;
“L” is equal to 6.4 m; the combination of “H” and “L” indicates the succession of
the building-blocks. For example “HLLHLH” means that the sound waves prop-
agate over → a higher building → two lower buildings → a higher building → a
lower building → a higher building, and finally to the receiver. According to the
simulations, the effect caused by the low buildings in between can be reasonably
neglected. Based on the calculations shown in figure 2.8 and comparable studies
found in literature [13], an attenuation of 1dB/canyon is proposed as an efficient
but still reasonably accurate approach for Ainter in more realistic situations. The
geometrical data of Ghent (Belgium) and So¨dermalm (Sweden) [30] further show
that one canyon per 100 meters is the most common canyon density. Because of the
aforementioned reasons and given the complexity of the canyon structure in cities,
the suggested broadband (and frequency independent) attenuation is 1 dB per 100
m. A maximum 5 dB is recommended in this model. This limit implicitly assumes
that statistically speaking in downward refracting conditions no additional inter-
mediate building will cut the curved propagation path once the distance reached
500 m.
2.4 Comparison with measurement
2.4.1 Introduction of the measurement network
An inner city noise measurement network in Ghent (Belgium) with microphone
nodes [32] placed at both shielded and directly exposed locations is used as a first
validation of the current engineering model. The measurement system is based on
the “cheap” microphones. But its accuracy for long-term outdoor measurement is
acceptable with 1 dB average error. The microphones are 1) tested and calibrated in
the lab; 2) the qualified microphones together with pre-process chips are mounted
to different places; 3)the measurement data send back to the net-work database to
be analysed. By the measurement network, the noise levels of different places can
be monitored simultaneously. It is a very convenient tool to validating predicting
models and run mega analysis.
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Figure 2.8: Attenuation caused by multiple intermediate buildings of equal height, with
Ws =Wr =W = 10 m,Hs =Hi =Hr = 9.6 m. (a) Configuration; (b) Attenuation per
canyon relative to no-canyon case. The error bar is the standard error extracted from all
receivers in all configurations.
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Figure 2.9: Intermediate canyon effect for different variations in the sequence of heights of
intermediate buildings between source and receiver. See Fig. 2.8 for a description of
Block-1. The curves are relative to the attenuation of a single large building of equal total
length.
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2.4.2 Comparison with the measurement
At these measurement locations of this study, road traffic noise was the main
source of environmental noise exposure. The officially approved noise maps made
for the agglomeration of Ghent in the framework of the END were used as the par-
ent noise map. In this noise mapping, one reflection and one diffraction from verti-
cal obstacle were considered. The traffic intensity and speed come from the official
statistical department and the traffic on minor roads inside the city comes from the
traffic simulation. The same traffic intensity and traffic composition database (i.e.
a combination of traffic counts and traffic flow modeling) as used for the END map
was used for the background noise mapping calculations. The building coordinates
and the heights are extracted from a GIS system. The mean height of the build-
ings in the calculation zone is 10.9 m with std= 4.50 m. The quiet fac¸ade nodes
are all located in residential zones inside the city and could be affected by human
activities other than traffic noise. Therefore the time window was limited to 9:00
to 17:00 when the inhabitants of the house where the measurement equipment is
installed are at work and traffic noise levels are considerable. For simplicity this
value is still referred to as Lday . The measurement locations are chosen in such
a way that continuous noise sources such as ventilation or cooling units are not
present. Finally, a long observation period is considered to average out occasional
gardening, cleaning, or rebuilding activities. Measured data during 90 days lead
to convergence of the energetically averaged Lday noise exposure indicator at all
locations considered. All traffic noise sources up to 1500 m from each receiver
were considered in the calculations. Figure 2.10 shows 9 measurement positions
used for the validation and their locations on the map. The measurements, the
END-reported noise levels and the predicted levels based on the background noise
mapping concept are shown in figure 2.11. The distance from the measurement
microphones to the wall is in most cases less than 20 cm, so a correction for the
fac¸ade reflection is necessary. For the most exposed fac¸ade, the correction should
be between 0 to 6 dB according to some in-situ measurement [33]. However, in
historically grown cities, such as Gent, the most exposed road can be small and a
nearby major road may affect the sound pressure level considerably. Besides, the
roughness and the architectural style make the correction for this reflection dif-
ficult to quantify. The roughness may scatter and diffract the sound propagating
over the roof and cause the correction to be smaller than the literature study, such
as [33]. Some measurement nodes are mounted on the back fac¸ade, the situation
becomes then even more complicated. If the traffic uniformly distributes around
the shielded yard, the sound field there is close to being diffuse. Therefore, the
correction for the back fac¸ade microphone is also smaller than usual. Consider-
ing all above reasons, 3 dB is subtracted from the measurement to account for
the direct and reflected waves near the fac¸ades for very low frequencies(< 250
Hz) [33, 34]. Position 6, 8, and 9 are inside an enclosed yard and other positions
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Figure 2.10: Measurement positions of Ghent city, Belgium.
are at a directly exposed fac¸ades. The sound spectrum at the totally shielded posi-
tions are shown in figure (2.12, 2.13, 2.14). The results show that the noise levels
of Lday calculated by the END noise map are close to the measured levels in the
directly exposed fac¸ades(except for position 4), but clearly underestimate levels at
the shielded fac¸ades. In position 9, this difference exceeds 14 dBA. At shielded
locations, the Acan term significantly improves the noise level spectrum predic-
tions at low frequencies but not at high frequencies. Adding a turbulent scattering
contribution becomes therefore essential and the engineering model as described
in detail in [10] was used. Applying the background noise mapping concept still
leads to an underestimation at position 8, although an important improvement is
made compared to the END map. At this specific small enclosed courtyard in the
traffic free inner city, traffic noise hardly contributes to the observed noise level
during the day.
At the most exposed fac¸ades, some difference between the measurements and the
calculated levels for the END map could be attributed to e.g. inaccuracies in traffic
data. Also the measurement error should be mentioned, which is expected to be
below 2 dBA for road traffic dominated environmental noise exposure [32].
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Figure 2.11: Comparison of predicted level and measurement. The legends
“Measurement” indicates the measured Lday; “END” is the Lday calculated for the END
map; “MR+T+END” uses the background noise mapping concept, including multiple
reflections and the turbulence scattering model [10] applied to the END map predictions.
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Figure 2.12: Spectrum of position 6. Legend “Scatter” is calculated by the model in [10];
“Reflection” is calculated by equation (2.2); “Reflection+Scatter” is calculated by
equation (2.1) with C2t = 0.4K2/m2/3 and C2v = 1.2m4/3/s2. Cv and Ct are the structure
parameters of velocity and temperature fluctuations, respectively, describing their partial
turbulence strengths.
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Figure 2.13: Spectrum of position 8.
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Figure 2.14: Spectrum of position 9.
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2.5 Discussion of the turbulent strength
The turbulence strength varies considerably in different places at different time.
The noise levels caused by the turbulence scattering are changed significantly. For
the exposed fac¸ade, the direct sound usually dominates the noise levels, however,
for the shielded places, different turbulence strength would lead to big predicting
errors. Measurements show that the fluctuation of the turbulence strength has lim-
ited effect on low frequencies, meanwhile, the influence to high frequencies are
obvious [35]. The general model presented in this study has very well prediction
accuracy in low frequencies (≤1000 Hz) and its predicting only depends on the
geometrical information and absorbing properties of buildings and streets. This is
an obvious advantage to have stable and accurate prediction for low frequencies.
For the correction of high frequencies (>1000 Hz) at shielded positions, the turbu-
lent scattering would dominate. Since the fluctuation of the turbulence strength, a
dynamically predicting strategy is needed which will be discussed in the following
chapters.
2.6 Conclusions
An engineering model for improving noise level predictions at shielded locations
in an urban noise map is presented, based on a large set of 2D full-wave numerical
calculations of canyon-to-canyon propagation. The engineering model for back-
ground noise mapping proposed here can be used to improve existing noise maps
with a poor prediction at shielded zones. In this model, different attenuation terms,
Abar, Acan, and Ainter are quantified separately, which opens possibilities to add
more correction terms, such as terms to explicitly account for refraction by wind
and temperature gradients. Another advantage is that the inputs of the model are
only geometrical parameters of the canyons, buildings, sources and receivers. Such
parameters are easily derived from common GIS systems. A comparison between
predicted levels and long-term measurements, shows that the model performs well
in predicting total Lday and the compatibility of the background noise mapping
concept with existing noise maps is illustrated. Especially at shielded building
fac¸ades, predictions are strongly improved.
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Appendix A2: Analytic form for Acan,flat
To derive the general form of the analytic expression that will be fitted to the
numerical results, diffraction over the central building from multiple image sources
in the source canyon to multiple image receivers in the receiver canyon is studied.
The total squared sound pressure at the receiver caused by all of these propagation
paths is summed. The total contribution is:
∞∑
a=0
∞∑
b=0 ∣pa,b∣2 = ∣p0, 0∣2 +
∞∑
a=1 ∣pa,0∣2 + ∞∑b=1 ∣p0,b∣2 +
∞∑
a=1
∞∑
b=1 ∣pa,b∣2 (2.15)
where the subscript indicates the position of the source, the receiver and the image
sources and image receivers, i.e. a = 0 indicates the source position and b = 0
indicates the receiver position; the a = 1,2,3... indicates different image sources;
similarly, b = 1,2,3... indicates different image receivers. ∣p0, 0∣2 contains the part
of the squared sound pressure at the receiver, emitted by the source and diffracted
directly over the building. This term is included in Abar,flat. ∑∞a=1 ∣pa, 0∣2 indi-
cates the total squared sound pressure at the receiver position, emitted by all the
image sources. ∑∞b=1 ∣p0, b∣2 indicates the squared sound pressure emitted by the
source and received by all the image receivers (i.e. located at the image receiver
positions). ∑∞a=1∑∞b=1 ∣pa,b∣2 indicates the total sound pressure square at all the im-
age receiver positions, emitting by all the image sources. For each of these three
terms, an analytic expression is derived below.
A2.1 Analytic solutions of ∑∞a=1 ∣pa, 0∣2 and ∑∞b=1 ∣p0, b∣2
Image sources will occur in the direction away from the intermediate building and
in the direction of this building. Because the diffraction angle is much larger and
the distance is comparable for the latter set, it can easily be shown that these can
be neglected. Thus the derivation can focus on the image sources positioned away
from the intermediate building. A few assumptions are listed before hand. The
first assumption is that the buildings are not very low (>4 m). Accordingly, the
decay caused by the finite size of the reflecting surface that could be expressed as
a decaying overlap between the surface and the Fresnel zone can be ignored even
after many reflections. This decay will be considered in a fitting coefficient later.
A second assumption is that the building height of the source canyon and receiver
canyon are the same. As a result, the image sources can reach the receiver or image
receivers by double diffraction. Afterwards, other conditions such as, Hs < Hi,
Hr < Hi, Hs > Hi and Hr > Hi will be studied. With the above assumptions and
equation (2.4), the square of the sound pressure generated by the ath image source
is: ∣pa,0∣2 = ( 0.37Xa,1+0.37)2 ( 0.37Xa,2+0.37)2 ∣pat,La ∣2. For a point source, the sound
pressure at distance La is pat,La = ρasA4piLa e−jkLa , where A is the amplitude and ρs
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is the reflection coefficient in the source canyon. Note that in accordance with the
diffraction theory La is the shortest path between source and receiver around the
diffracting elements. Then the sum of pa,0 is:
∞∑
a=1 ∣pa,0∣2 = ∞∑a=1 ∣ρasA4pi ∣
2 ∣ 1
La
∣2 ( 0.37
Xa,1 + 0.37)
2 ( 0.37
Xa,2 + 0.37)
2
(2.16)
In a general case, Xs = Mνsγs = √ 2ra,s(rr+W )ra,s+rr+W √3 (cos 23θa,s − 0.5). For θa,s
in the range between 0 and pi/2, which is the shielded area, cos 2
3
θa,s − 0.5 can
be approximated by 0.5 cos θa,s which is calculated as 0.5h1/ra,s. It can easily
be verified that this approximation introduces a very small error, std = 0.0056 in
more than 1500 checking samples. As a result, Xs and Xr can be simplified as:
Xa,s ≈ ¿ÁÁÀ2ra,s (rr +W )
ra,s + rr +W
√
3
2
cos θa,s = ¿ÁÁÀ2ra,s (rr +W )
ra,s + rr +W
√
3
2
h1
ra,s
; (2.17)
Xa,r ≈ ¿ÁÁÀ2rr (ra,s +W )
ra,s + rr +W
√
3
2
cos θa,r = ¿ÁÁÀ2rr (ra,s +W )
ra,s + rr +W
√
3
2
h2
rr
; (2.18)
According to the diffraction theory, the factor B has to be multiplied with the small-
est of the two X terms. Therefore we have a closer look at the ratio Xa,s/Xa,r
which is h1
h2
√
rr(rr+W )
ra,s(ra,s+W ) . Considering that the receiver is generally higher than
the source and that all fac¸ades of buildings have the same height, h1 > h2. In most
cases it can be shown that this ratio is less than 1 after a few reflections, since
ra,s ≫ rr is expected. For deducing an analytic form for Acan,flat, all Xa,s are
supposed to be less than Xr. As a result, Xa,1 =Xa,sB and Xa,2 =Xr.
Let us now consider the second term in equation (2.16) which we call C1s for
convenience:
C1s = ( 0.37
Xa,2 + 0.37)
2 ≈ ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0.37√
2rr(W+ra,s)
λ(ra,s+W+rr)
√
3
2
cos θr + 0.37
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
2
≈ ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0.37√
2rr
λ
√
3
2
cos θr + 0.37
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
2
(2.19)
which becomes independent of a when it can be assumed that W + ra,s ≫ rr,
which is the case for higher order reflections at least. The remaining part of equa-
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tion (2.16) can be rewritten as:
∣ 1
La
∣2 ( 0.37
Xa,1 + 0.37)
2 ≈ ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0.37√
2ra,sW
λ(W+ra,s)
√
3
2
cos(θa,s)La + 0.37La
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
2
= ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1√
2W (ra,s+W+rr)
λ(ra,s+W )
√
3
0.74
h1
√ (ra,s+W+rr)
ra,s
+ (ra,s +W + rr)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
2
(2.20)
Again assuming that ra,s + W ≫ rr, the first square root term simplifies and
becomes independent of the reflection order a.
√ (ra,s+W+rr)
ra,s
is difficult to handle
but fortunately assuming that it is close to 1 introduces at most 3 dB of error
for the ra,s and W that can be expected in an urban setting. The reader should
keep in mind that the purpose of this derivation is to extract an analytic form with
coefficients that will be fitted on numerical simulation results. As a result of these
approximations, the total sum of equation (2.16) is reduced to:
∞∑
a=1 ∣pa,0∣2 = C1s ∞∑a=1 ∣ρasA4pi ∣
2 ⎛⎜⎝ 1√ 2W
λ
√
3
0.74
h1 + ra,s +W + rr
⎞⎟⎠
2
(2.21)
The first term in the denominator is independent of the image source index a.
This implies that the approximations made above boil down to assuming that the
effect of increasing distance from the image source to the diffraction edge is neatly
compensated by the effect of changing diffraction angle. To simplify the sum
further it is now assumed that the source is positioned in the middle of the canyon
and that when ra,s becomes large compared to the height of the canyon above the
source h1, its value can approximated by ra,s ≈ da, where da = a ∗Ws + 0.5Ws
is the horizontal distance from the ath image source to the edge of the building
fac¸ade. In this case, the sum is a special function:
∞∑
a=1 ∣pa,0∣2 = C1s ∣ A4pi ∣
2 ρ2s
W 2s
Φ(ρ2s,2, C3s +WsWs ) (2.22)
whereC3s = √ 2Wλ √30.74h1+0.5Ws+rr+W . Φ is the Hurwitz-Lerchi transcendent.
Until now it was assumed that the flanking building creating the source street
canyon was very high so that all reflections were possible. However, when Hs <
Hi, the sound emitting from some of the left image sources cannot contribute to
the receiver and the contribution of the image sources from the right side start be-
coming stronger. The sound will need to diffract three times to reach the receiver
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Figure 2.15: Demonstration of contributed image sources.
and follows the route “image source→ 1→ 2→ 3→receiver” to reach the receiver
position, as shown in figure 2.15.
After one more diffraction, the sound power decreases significantly, which can be
accordingly ignored. When Hs is not much smaller than Hi, the sound from the
first few important images sources can still reach the receiver position by double
diffraction following the routine “image source → 2 → 3 →receiver”, as shown in
figure 2.15. Under this condition and neglecting high order diffraction, the total
contribution of the image sources is approximated by:
N∑
a=1 ∣pa,0∣2 = ∞∑a=1 ∣pa,0∣2 − ∞∑a=N+1 ∣pa,0∣2 = C1s ∣ A4pi ∣
2 ρ2s
W 2s
Φ(ρ2s,2, C3s +WsWs )
− C1s ∣ A
4pi
∣2 ρ2(N+1)s
W 2s
Φ(ρ2s,2,N + 1 + C3sWs )
(2.23)
where N is the number of images sources which can reach the receiver by only
two diffraction corners. As expected, the higher Hs is the larger N is. When
Hs = Hi, N becomes infinite. The number of visible image sources, N, is the
most important parameter to determine the difference between the level calcu-
lated using equation (2.23) and equation (2.22). Other parameters, such as Ws,
W and λ can still affect this level difference slightly. To avoid calculating N for
every source position in the canyon, N is proposed using the assumption that the
source is in the middle of the canyon and categorize situations according to the
ratio of (Hs − hs)/(Hi − hs), where hs is the height of the source. The rela-
tion can be written as: Hs − hs = 2N−12N+1(Hi − hs) for a source in the middle
of the source canyon. Specifically, when N = [1,2,3,⋯] corresponds to the ratio(Hs−hs)/(Hi−hs) ≤ [1/3,3/5,5/7⋯]. When (Hs−hs)/(Hi−hs) ≤ 1/3, no im-
age sources are available from the left side and the canyon effect can be neglected.
Lhs is set to −∞. When 1/3 < (Hs − hs)/(Hi − hs) ≤ 3/5, only the first image
source from the left side can contribute and ∑ ∣pa,0∣2 = 10(−0.1Abar,flat) with the
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“source position” being at the first image source; when 3/5 < (Hs−hs)/(Hi−hs),
more than one image source from the left side are available, an approximation
of the level difference between equation (2.23) and equation (2.22) is: Lhs =−6.17 (1 − Hs−hs
Hi−hs ) [1 − 1.37 log10 (√λWsW )] dB which is fitted on the condition
of Ws ∈ [15,100],W ∈ [20,500],Hi = 18 m and Frequency ∈ [60,8000]Hz.
When Hs−hs
Hi−hs > 1, Lhs = 0.
When Hs > Hi, in most cases the important contribution comes from the sound
from the image sources diffracting twice over the middle building. In some ex-
treme cases, when Hs is high, Hi is low and W is narrow, sound could reach the
receiver after only one reflection on the edge of the building of height Hs. Since
this condition is not common, its effect is ignored when extracting the analytic
form of the functions used for fitting. Without the numerical constant, the fitting
formula for ∑∞a=1 ∣pa,0∣2 is:
∞∑
a=1 ∣pa,0∣2 ≈ F (1) [C1s ρ2sW 2s Φ(ρ2s,2, C3s +WsWs )100.1Lhs]
if
3
5
< Hs − hs
Hi − hs ≤ 1 (2.24)
where F (1) is a fitting coefficient. Similarly, the ∑∞b=1 ∣p0,b∣2 could also be ob-
tained.
∞∑
b=1 ∣p0,b∣2 ≈ F (2) [C1r ρ
2
r
W 2r
Φ(ρ2r,2, C3r +WrWr )100.1Lhr]
if
3
5
< Hr − hr
Hi − hr ≤ 1 (2.25)
where F (2) is the fitting coefficient, hr is the height of the receiver, ρr is the aver-
age reflection coefficient of the fac¸ade in the receiver canyon and other parameters
are as follows:
Lhr = −6.17(1 − Hr − hr
Hi − hr )[1 − 1.37 log10 (
√
λWr
W
)]
C1r ≈ ⎛⎜⎝ 0.37√ 2rs
λ
√
3
2
cos θs + 0.37
⎞⎟⎠
2
C3r = √2W
λ
√
3
0.74
h2 + 0.5Wr + rs +W
Similarly, when Hr−hr
Hi−hr < 1/3, the canyon effect is neglected and Lhr is set to −∞;
when 1/3 < Hr−hr
Hi−hr < 3/5, ∑∞b=1 ∣p0,b∣2 = 10−0.1Abar,flat . In a special case when
Hi = hr, the canyon effect is neglected as well.
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To quantify the effect of the finite size of an object on the amount of the reflected
acoustic energy, the envelope of the object and the Fresnel ellipsoid should be
calculated. The source height of a vehicle is often close to the ground which
implies that half of the section of the ellipsoids is below the building fac¸ade. If
the reflections on the ground are considered, its contribution can be treated as an
image source. As a result, the Fresnel zone can only cause decay when the radius
of the Fresnel ellipsoids is greater than Hs or Hi. If the radius
√
λD/2 ≤ Hs, the
sound energy will be totally reflected, where D equals twice the distance of the
image source which is D = 2(aWs + 0.5Ws). If Hs = 12 m (corresponding to a
3-floors building), Ws = 15 m (appears frequently in Gent), the Fresnel zone starts
to cause decay after 10 and 112 reflection for λ = 3.4 m(corresponding to 100Hz)
and λ = 0.34 m(corresponding to 1000Hz) respectively. It can be concluded that
the decay speed is much less than the decay caused by the absorption of the fac¸ade.
which decays by power function and the absorption starts to decay from the first
reflection.
For the receiver canyon, it is difficult to make accurate estimation considering the
receiver height is often at 4 m. Suppose Hs = 10 m, Hi = 10 m, Ws = 12 m, The
decay starts from 2 for 100Hz and 20 for 1000Hz. Although the decay due to the
Fresnel ellipsoid depends differently on the reflection area, it is decided to include
its effect by increasing the average contribute of the fac¸ade.
A2.2 Approximation of ∑∞a=1∑∞b=1 ∣pa,b∣2
The double sum can be written as a sum of single sums for the source canyons
for example. It is already known that the sum over all image sources results in
the Hurwitz-Lerchi transcendent, but it is not possible to convert the sum over
these special functions to a closed form. In the next step, the Hurwitz-Lerchi
transcendent Φ is approximated by G(ρs, x) = Kρ2s/x2. In the region x ∈ (5,20],
ρs ∈ [0.8,1], this approximation with K = 1.59 results in a mean squared error
of 0.0034, which is acceptable. Because the solution of every sum ∑∞a=b ∣pa,b∣2 is
similar as equation (2.22), the double sum can be generally written as:
∞∑
a=1
∞∑
b=1 ∣pa,b∣2 = 100.1Lhs100.1Lhr ∣ A4pi ∣
2 ∞∑
b=1C1s,b
ρ2sρ
2j
r
W 2s
Φ(ρ2s,2, C3s,b +WsWs )
(2.26)
where C3s,b = √ 2Wλ √30.74h1 +0.5Ws +rb,r +W . It should be mentioned that while
deriving this equation, it was assumed that ra,s ≫ rb,r which may not hold for
high order receiver reflections. According to the approximation mentioned in this
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section, equation (2.26) changes to:
∞∑
a=b
∞∑
a=1 ∣pa,b∣2 = 1.59ρ6s100.1Lhs100.1Lhr ∣ A4pi ∣
2
∞∑
b=1
⎛⎜⎝ 0.37√ 2rb,r
λ
√
3
2
cos θb,r + 0.37
⎞⎟⎠
2 ( 1
C3s,b +Ws )
2
(2.27)
For high order image receivers,
⎛⎝ 0.37√ 2rb,r
λ
√
3
2 cos θb,r+0.37
⎞⎠
2 = ( 0.37
3.31h1/√λrb,r+0.37)2 →
1. As a result, the above equation approximates to:
∞∑
a=1
∞∑
b=1 ∣pa,b∣2 < 1.59ρ6s ∣ A4pi ∣
2
100.1Lhs100.1Lhr
∞∑
b=1( 1C3s,b +Ws )
2
= ∣ A
4pi
∣2 100.1Lhs100.1Lhr1.59ρ6s ρ2rW 2r Φ(ρ2r,2, 3.31h1/
√
λ + 1.5Ws +W + 1.5Wr
Wr
)
≈ ∣ A
4pi
∣2 100.1Lhs100.1Lhrρ6sρ6r ( 1.59
3.31h1/√λ + 1.5Ws +W + 1.5Wr )
2
(2.28)
The asymmetry is caused by the above assumption. If we calculate the double sum
from the receiver canyon, a similar form could be achieved only replacing “h1”
by “h2”. To moderate this error, the average of the two calculations is used to
approximate the double sum by:
∞∑
a=b
∞∑
a=1 ∣pa,b∣2 ≈∣ A
4pi
∣2 (1.59)2100.1Lhs100.1Lhrρ6sρ6r( 3.31h1√
λ
+ 1.5Ws +W + 1.5Wr)( 3.31h2√λ + 1.5Ws +W + 1.5Wr) (2.29)
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Simplified analytical model for sound
level prediction at shielded urban
locations involving multiple
diffractions and reflections
☀☀☀
Submitted to The Journal of the Acoustical Society of America
A simplified method is presented to predict sound levels at shielded urban loca-
tions, including multi-edge diffraction over successive buildings and multiple
reflections between parallel fac¸ades. The model is essentially based on Pierce’s
diffraction theory, where the Fresnel Integral is approximated by trigonomet-
ric functions for efficient evaluation, and parametrized for urban environments.
The model has been evaluated for idealized urban configurations by comparing
to the results of Pierce’s theory and the full-wave numerical method. In case of
multi-edge diffraction over buildings in absence of a source or receiver canyon,
deviations from the full-wave simulations are smaller than 2 dB for the octave
bands with central frequencies ranging from 125 to 1000 Hz. However, larger
errors are made when receivers are close to the extension line from the diffrac-
tion edge closest to the receiver. In case of combining the simplified multi-edge
diffraction model with an efficient approach for including the series of mirror
sources and mirror receivers, based on the Hurwitz-Lerch transcendent, a very
similar accuracy is obtained.
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3.1 Introduction
Predicting sound pressure levels at highly shielded areas, e.g. in the deep shadow
zone of a conventional noise wall or at non-directly exposed fac¸ades and in court-
yards in an urban setting, is a challenging sound propagation problem. Many re-
searchers developed analytical, semi-analytical and empirical calculation strate-
gies for sound diffracting over thin screens, thick screens and multi-edge objects
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. An explicit solution, aiming to solve the diffraction of line
sources, can also be found in literature [9, 10]. In general, such models are able
to well predict the diffracted sound fields. The reader is referred to some review
articles [11, 12] for a detailed analysis of previously proposed models or some
scale model studies [13, 14]. For application to urban noise maps, however, not
only accuracy but also calculation speed is a major issue, making many of these
previously cited approaches not well suited for this specific task. At the other
hand, models allowing a fast evaluation are unable to predict sound pressure levels
with a sufficient accuracy at highly shielded urban locations like e.g. the screening
formula used in the ISO9613-2 model.
The diffraction formula used in this chapter is essentially based on Pierce’s diffrac-
tion theory [3], where the Fresnel Integral is approached by trigonometric func-
tions for efficient evaluation, and parametrized for typical urban environments as
discussed by Wei et al. [15]. The model has been further evaluated in this chapter
for general multi-edge diffraction problems.
In an urban environment, not only diffraction but also accounting for the multi-
ple reflections in between opposing building fac¸ades could strongly increase the
computational burden. As consequences, the number of reflections (and asso-
ciated number of mirror sources and mirror receivers) is limited in most noise
mapping efforts. However, that results in significant loss of accuracy. Previously,
Heutschi[16] proposed look-up tables to predict urban street sound pressure levels
based on source-receiver positioning and street geometry, while Thomas et al.[17]
proposed to add the energy present in the reverberant part of the sound field based
on regression analysis of a large dataset of measurements in urban streets. In
this chapter, the reverberant field approach that underlies these developments, is
extended to propagation towards a shielded area. Theoretical analysis of the mir-
ror source series contributing to a shielded receiver is efficiently approached by
parametrization.
The chapter is organized as follows. In the first part, the simplified diffraction
formula as previously presented in Wei et al. [15] is repeated and additional vali-
dation is provided, including analysis of CPU evaluation time. In the second part,
this diffraction approach is generalized to multiple edge diffraction. In the third
part of this chapter, a method is proposed to include the effect of multiple reflec-
tions for sound propagation towards shielded urban locations.
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3.2 A simplified method to calculate diffraction
3.2.1 Single diffraction at a rigid-wedge
According to previous studies [3, 5, 6, 18], the diffracted sound pressure is a prod-
uct of a source term, a term related to propagation distance and a diffraction term.
For a point source diffracted by a rigid wedge, the diffracted sound pressure then
reads:
pdiffr = S0 eikL
L
D1, (3.1)
where, D1 is the diffraction function which is a function of θs,l, θr,l, rs,l, rr,l and
βl. The subscript 1 of D indicates diffraction happens at the 1st edge. Clearly,
in rigid-wedge diffraction l = 1, implying there is only one diffraction edge. L is
the total length of the propagation path and S0 is the strength of the source. In
contrast for the diffraction function, the asymptotic solution of D in Pierce’s [3]
work seems most interesting to allow further simplification:
D1(rs,1, θs,1, rr,1, θr,1, β) = eipi/4√
2
[AD(X+) +AD(X−)] , (3.2)
whereX+ = ΓMν(θ+θ0),X− = ΓMν(θ−θ0), Γ = √2rsrr/[λ(rr + rs)],Mν(θ) =
cos νpi − cosνθ
ν sinνpi
, ν = pi/β. Clearly, in this case θs,1 = θ0 and θr,1 = θ. The
definition of the angles is shown in figure (3.1). Other parameters are:
AD(X) = √2
2pi
∫ ∞−∞ e−uX√pi
2
− e−ipi/4udu = sign(X) [f(∣X ∣) − ig(∣X ∣)] ,
f(X) = [1
2
− S(X)] cos(1
2
piX2) − [1
2
−C(X)] sin(1
2
piX2), (3.3)
g(X) = [1
2
−C(X)] cos(1
2
piX2) + [1
2
− S(X)] sin(1
2
piX2), (3.4)
C(X) = ∫ X
0
cos(1
2
pit2)dt,
S(X) = ∫ X
0
sin(1
2
pit2)dt,
Although the Fresnel integrals can be solved rather easily nowadays, further sim-
plification is still useful. If X ≫ 0, the Fresnel Integral can be simplified as
C(X) ≈ 0.5+ 1
piX
sin (pi
2
X2) and S(X) ≈ 0.5− 1
piX
cos (pi
2
X2). However, in real
urban cases, x→ 0 appears frequently, implying that S(X) ≈ 0.5− 1
piX
cos (pi
2
X2)
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Figure 3.1: Geometry of single-wedge (a) and double-edge (b) diffraction.
has a strong singularity point at X = 0. The later means that this approximation
can lead to big errors when X is close to 0. To avoid this singularity, the Fresnel
Integrals are approximated by [15]:
C(X) ≈ 0.5 + 0.37
0.37 +X sin(pi2X2) (3.5)
S(X) ≈ 0.5 − 0.37
0.37 +X cos(pi2X2) (3.6)
The coefficient 0.37 is found by fitting to the solution of the Fresnel Integrals with
typical urban geometrical inputs. The largest approximation error still appears
when the receiver is on the reflection or shadow boundary, which is indicated by
X → 0 in figure (3.3). Figure (3.2), which is extracted from the urban structure of
two European cities (the Gent City in Belgium and Katendrach, Rotterdam in the
Netherlands), shows a typical distribution of X-values. Although for a consider-
able number of cases X is close to 0., the majority of the distribution corresponds
to X > 1.
Substituting Eq. (3.5) and (3.6) into Eq. (3.3) and (3.4) leads to:
f(X) = 0.37
X + 0.37 (3.7)
g(X) = 0 (3.8)
Then the diffraction function Eq. (3.2) of a single rigid-wedge becomes:
D1(rs, θs,1, rr, θr,1) = eipi/4√
2
[f(X+) + f(X−)] = eipi/4√
2
( 0.37
0.37 +X+ + 0.370.37 +X− )
(3.9)
where the definition of X+, and X− are the same as in equation (3.2).
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Figure 3.2: Distribution of X in two European cities. Xi+ and Xi− are explained in
Eq.(3.2). The X values shown in this figure follow a 2.5 D approach to noise mapping
considering the typical vertical cross sections that occur during this process.
Since strict but complicated formulas of single-wedge and double-edge diffrac-
tion have been given in Pierce’s work, the simplified equations proposed in this
work will be compared with Pierce’s theoretical solution. Figure (3.4) shows the
amplitude difference,
10 log10 ∣ pdifpat,L ∣
2 = 10 log10 (12 {[g(X+ + g(X−))]2 + [f(X+ + f(X−))]2}), be-
tween the diffracted case and free field propagation. The simplified method prop-
erly follows the Pierce’s solution. The ratio between wave lengths and the geomet-
rical dimension of urban buildings may differ in the order of 1 to 100. Therefore,
in figure (3.4) three groups with different wave lengths are compared.
By using Eq.(3.7) and (3.8), the calculation time is reduced considerably. Figure
(3.5) shows the ratio in CPU evaluation time between Pierce’s method and the
simplified method in case of a single-wedge and double-edged rigid barrier (see in
section 3.2.2). CPU time ratios exceeding 10000 should be convincing.
3.2.2 Diffraction function of a double-edge rigid barrier
A double-edge diffraction as shown in figure (3.1 (b)) can be expressed as a single
diffracted wave produced from edge 1 and then subsequently diffracted by edge 2
to reach the receiver. More details could be found in [5][18]. Then the correspond-
ing angle of θ and θ0 diffracted by the path S → 1 → 2 are 0 and βS − θS respec-
tively. Accordingly, XS+ = γMν(θ + θ0) = γMν(βS − θS) and XS− = γMν(θ −
θ0) = γMν(θS −βS). Instead of Γ, γ = √2rS(W + rr)/[λ(rS +W + rr)] is used
to calculate X in the double-edge diffraction case and Mν is the same as in the
single rigid-wedge case. Note that Mν(θ) ∝ cos νθ leading to Xs+ = XS−. For
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of the approximation accuracy of Fresnel Integral C(x) and
S(x).
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Figure 3.4: Validation of a single (a) and double (b) diffraction cases. In the legend,
“Pierce” is the method presented by Pierce; “Simplified” is the set of equations
introduced in this chapter. For single wedge diffraction: rs = rr = 1λ,10λ and 100λ up to
down respectively, β = 11/6pi, θs = pi/6, θ ranges from 0 to 5pi/6. For double diffraction,
rs = rr =W = 1λ,10λ and 100λ up to down respectively, βs = βr = 1.5pi, θs = pi/4, θr
ranges from 0 to pi/2.
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of calculation efficiency between Pierce’s solution (labelled by
“theory”) and the simplified method presented in this work. The results are based on
running the algorithms 10000 times. The algorithm used for calculating the Fresnel
Integral is based on [19], using 12 terms in the Taylor series expansion.
the second part of the double-edge diffraction: path 1→ 2→ R, XR+ =XR−.
Based on the above analysis, the diffraction function of a double connected edge
then reads:
D = D1(rs,1, θs,1, rr,1, θr,1, β1)D2(rs,2, θs,2, rr,2, θr,2, β2)
= 1
2
eipi/4√
2
[f(BXS+) + f(BXS−)] eipi/4√
2
[f(XR+) + f(XR−)]
= i( 0.37
0.37 +BXS+ + 0.370.37 +BXS− )( 0.370.37 +XR+ + 0.370.37 +XR− )
(3.10)
As shown in figure (3.2), in a double-edge diffraction rs,1 = rs, θs,1 = βS − θs,
rr,1 = W , θr,1 = 0, rs,2 = rs +W , θs,2 = βR, rr,2 = rr and θr,2 = θr. In this
case, β1 = β2 = 1.5pi. The factor 1/2 is used to remove the mirror image on the
connecting surface. Because of XS+ =XS− and XR+ =XR−,
D = i[f(BXS+)f(XR+)] = i( 0.37
0.37 +BXS+ 0.370.37 +XR+ ) (3.11)
where B = √WL/[(W + rS)(W + rr)] is a character of the barrier width multi-
plied to the smaller one of XS+ and XR+ [3] [5]. If B is multiplied to the source
term XS , it indicates the sound propagating from the source to the receiver, whilst
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Figure 3.6: Schematic diagram of multiple diffraction.
B is multiplied to the receiver term XR, it indicates the sound propagating from
the receiver to the source. B actually makes the reciprocity principle do not hold
in double or multiple diffraction situation. In Eq. 3.11, XS+ < XR+ is assumed.
This assumption is qualified in most urban geometrical conditions. Details can be
found in [15].
Figure (3.4(b)) compares double-edge diffraction as predicted by Pierce and the
simplified method as calculated by equation (3.11) with the parameters rs = 10λ,
rr = 10λ, W = 10λ, θs = pi/4, βs = 3/2pi, βr = 3/2pi; θr increases from 0 to pi/2.
Except for predictions along the extension line of the barrier top, the simplified
results match Pierce’s solutions quite well for the chosen parameter set.
3.2.3 Generalization to multiple diffraction
Generalization to multiple diffraction is essential in urban cases where sound typ-
ically propagates over subsequent buildings.
In Kawai’s [5] and Chu’s [18] generalization, the double diffraction can be ex-
pressed by the product of two single diffraction where the incident wave for the
second diffraction comes from the first diffraction edge. Similarly, multiple diffrac-
tion can be considered as a series of successive diffraction [18] as. The (n − 1)th
diffracted sound pressure by path S1⋯n is:
pS1⋯nn−1 = pS1⋯n−1n−2 Ln−2Ln−1Dn−1eik(Ln−1−Ln−2) (3.12)
where Dn is the diffraction function at the inth edge; Ln is the total diffraction
path length. In the figure (3.6) case, L1 = rs +W12, L2 = rs +W12 +W23. Other
path lengths are similar.
According to equation (3.12), pS1⋯n−1n−2 = pS1⋯n−2n−3 Ln−3Ln−2Dn−2eik(Ln−2−Ln−3). There-
fore, equation (3.12) becomes:
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pS1⋯nn−1 = pS1⋯n−2n−3 Ln−3Ln−2Dn−2eik(Ln−2−Ln−3)Ln−2Ln−1Dn−1eik(Ln−1−Ln−2)= pS1⋯n−2n−3 Ln−3Ln−1Dn−2Dn−1eik(Ln−1−Ln−3) (3.13)
If the diffracted sound pressure is recursively replaced by equation (3.12), pS1⋯nn−1
becomes:
pS1⋯nn−1 = pS121 L1Ln−1D2...Dn−1eik(Ln−1−L1) (3.14)
Substituting equation (3.1) to the above, form for the sound pressure at the nth
diffraction point or a receiver point after n-1 diffraction then reads:
pS1⋯nn−1 = (12)C S0 eikLn−1Ln−1 n−1∏l=1 Dl n = 2,3,⋯ (3.15)
Equation (3.15), the same as Kim’s [6], is the generalized form of multiple diffrac-
tion function which equals the product of the divergence of the source and its
diffraction function, where the diffraction function Dl is:
Dl(rs,l, θs,l, rr,l, θr,l, βl) = eipi/4√
2
[f(BlXl+) + f(BlXl−)]
= eipi/4√
2
( 0.37
0.37 +BlXl+ + 0.370.37 +BlXl− ) (3.16)
Xl+ = γlMν(θl+). Xl− = γlMν(θl−). θl+ = θs,l + θr,l. θr,l is the angle from the
right diffraction edge and the connecting line between the diffraction edge to the
“receiver” and θs,l is the angle from the right diffraction edge to the connecting line
between the diffraction point to the “source”. For the definition of these angles,
“source” and “receiver” can be the real source and receiver or can be the adjacent
diffraction edges. θl− = θs,l − θr,l. γl will be discussed later. n is the diffraction
number. C is the number of adjacent double diffraction edges. In series of non-
connected building blocks, C equals 1 as the diffraction path S → 1 → 2 →
3 → 4 → in figure (3.6(a)). As shown in figure (3.6 (a)), the sound pressure at
receiver R consist of contributions from different propagation paths. The shortest
path with least diffraction, S → 1 → 2 → 3 → 4 → R, will dominate the sound
pressures. In this study, only the shortest path is discussed, which implies C = 1 in
most conditions. A typical case when C is greater than 1 is a single many-edged
building, as shown in Figure (3.6(b)).
For multiple-diffraction,B(rs, rr,W ) = √W (rs + rr +W )/[(W + rs)(W + rr)]
[5] is generalized to:
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B1 = B(rs,W23 +W34 +⋯ +Wn−1,n + rr,W12)
B2 = B(rs +W12,W34 +⋯ +Wn−1,n + rr,W23)⋮
Bl = B(rs +W12 +⋯ +Wl−1,l,Wl+1,l+2 +⋯ +Wn−1,n + rr,Wl,l+1)⋮
Bn−1 = B(rs +W12 +W23 +W34 +⋯ +Wn−2,n−1, rr,Wn−1,n)
Bn = 1
which results in the closed form:
Bl =
¿ÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÁÀ
Wl,l+1(rs + n−1∑
j=1 Wj,j+1 + rr)
(rs + l∑
j=1Wj,j+1)(rr + n−1∑j=l Wj,j+1)
(3.17)
γ(rs, rr, L) = √2rsrr/(λL) is generalized to :
γ1 = γ(rs,W12 +W23 +W34 +⋯ +Wn−1,n + rr, L)
γ2 = γ(rs +W12,W23 +W34 +⋯ +Wn−1,n + rr, L)⋮
γl = γ(rs +W12 +W23 +⋯ +Wl−1,l,Wl,l+1 +Wn−1,n + rr, L)⋮
γn = γ(rs +W12 +W23 +W34 +⋯ +Wn−1,n, rr, L)
or
γl =
¿ÁÁÁÀ2 (rs +∑l−1j=1Wj,j+1) (rr +∑n−1j=l Wj,j+1)
λ (rs +∑n−1j=1 Wj,j+1 + rr)
where rs is the distance from the source to the first diffraction edge; Wl,l+1 is the
distance between edge l and edge l + 1; rr is the distance from the receiver to the
last diffraction edge. Mν(θ) = (cosνpi − cos νθ)/(ν sinνpi) is generalized to
Mνl(θl) = (cosνlpi − cos νlθl)/(νl sinνlpi), (3.18)
When n = 3, Eq. (3.15) models a double-edge diffraction. Since Xl+ =Xl− in this
special case,∏D = i( 0.37
0.37 +B1X1+ 0.370.37 +B2X2+ ), where
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Figure 3.7: Geometries considered to validate multiple diffraction in absence of a source
and receiver canyon.
B1 = √WL/[(W + rS)(W + rr)], B2 = 1. B1 will be multiplied to the smaller
one of X1+ and X2+. Here X1+ <X2+ is assumed.
3.2.4 Validation of the multiple-edge simplified diffraction model
The proposed model is validated for the case of sound propagation over succes-
sive buildings, involving multiple edge diffraction. Various cases are presented in
Figure (3.7), including a high rectangular building in between two lower ones near
the source and receiver, a high building directly near the source followed by lower
buildings towards the receivers, and a high thin barrier in between two buildings.
The last case is not very common in a city, however, it can be used as a good vali-
dation case to include a single diffraction as well. Contour plots of the difference
between the simplified method and the diffraction formula by Pierce are depicted
in figure (3.8) to (3.11), for 250 Hz and 2000 Hz. In these calculations, the short-
est propagation path and only diffraction over the roofs were considered. Note that
multiple reflections in between the fac¸ades are not considered in neither of these
models.
At most receiver positions in the shadow zone of the building furthest away from
the source, the predicted values by the simplified method are close to the the-
oretical values. However, a clear zone with overestimations along the (virtual)
extension line of the diffraction boundary is observed. The simplified method can
thus be used to predict sound propagation diffracted by multiple edges within 2
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Figure 3.8: Contour plots showing the sound pressure level difference between the
presented method and Pierce’s method (Lsimplified −LPierce) in the receiver zone as
defined in Fig. 3.7, for geometrical configuration (a). Calculations were performed for 250
Hz and 2000 Hz.
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Figure 3.9: Contour plots showing the sound pressure level difference
(Lsimplified −LPierce) in the receiver zone as defined in Fig. 3.7, for configuration (b).
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Figure 3.10: Contour plots showing the sound pressure level difference
(Lsimplified −LPierce) in the receiver zone as defined in Fig. 3.7, for configuration (c).
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Figure 3.11: Contour plots showing the sound pressure level difference
(Lsimplified −LPierce) in the receiver zone as defined in Fig. 3.7, for configuration (d).
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Figure 3.12: Demonstration of image sources and image receivers. Reflections from
ground are not considered here. Circles are image sources and triangles are image
receivers.
dB at strongly shielded areas. Near the extension line of the diffraction edge, an
overestimation of 3 dB is obtained. Note that predicting diffraction in this specific
zone is a complicated topic and contradictory to the goal of this work which is
rather to simplify models. More theoretical solutions to tackle this problem can be
found e.g. in [1, 3].
3.3 Contribution of reflections
When sources and receivers are located in so-called “city canyons”, multiple re-
flections in both the source and receiver canyon become relevant. The latter is
typically solved by considering image (mirror) sources and image receivers [20,
21, 22]. The position of the image sources and receivers is easily obtained by
geometrical analysis of the problem under study.
In Figure (3.12), the circles and triangles are image sources and image receivers,
respectively. Ground reflections are not considered here. The distance from the
image source to the fac¸ade increases with the order of reflection. The first image
source is at Ws1 from the left fac¸ade of the source canyon. The second image
source towards the left side is located at Ws2 +Ws; the third one at Ws1 + 2Ws.
When generalizing, this yields :
da = { Ws1 + (a − 1)Ws a = 1,3,5⋯Ws2 + (a − 1)Ws a = 2,4,6⋯
For simplicity, suppose the source is in the center of the canyon, so Ws1 = Ws2.
Consequently, the distance from the image source to the fac¸ade is then a Ws −
0.5Ws, where a is the ath image source.
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Considering an insufficient number of mirror sources will strongly underestimate
levels, a series of comparisons is carried out. Calculations show that including
50 image source, relative to only considering two, may add at least 4 dB, strongly
depending on the assumed reflection coefficient of the fac¸ades in the source canyon
as shown in Figure (3.13(a)). Similar estimates can be found in [23, 24]. In Figure
(3.13(a)), a fixed configuration is used and only the reflection coefficients of the
fac¸ades are varied. Figure (3.13(b)) shows the effect of the source canyon width
and right-fac¸ade building height of the source canyon for a reflection coefficient
of 0.97. The underestimation in sound pressure level by only considering the 1st
image source ranges from 5 dB to 13 dB.
Increasing the number of image sources increases the computing time consider-
ably. As a result, only one or two image sources are typically considered in urban
noise mapping. However, the simplified form as shown in Eq.(3.9) , Eq.(3.11) and
Eq.(3.16) gives opportunities to cumulate the contribution of all the image sources
as will be discussed in next sections.
3.3.1 Reflections between parallel buildings of equal fac¸ade heights
The analysis in this section is based on two assumptions. Firstly, it is assumed that
the fac¸ades are flat, parallel and of equal height. Secondly, only image sources
towards the left are considered. As illustrated in Figure (3.12), image sources
and image receivers extend to both the left and right side from the real source
or real receiver. However, the image sources going further to the “right” need to
be diffracted 3 times to reach the receiver and consequently such contributions are
much smaller than those going to the left. According to our calculations, the image
sources going to the “left” direction contribute much more than the equivalent
image sources going to the “right” direction. When the height of the fac¸ades is
the same, the contribution of the image sources going to the “right” direction, and
similarly, the image receivers going to the “left” direction, can be ignored.
The total contribution is expressed in Eq. (3.19) if the “left” image source and the
“right” image receivers are marked by l and j:
∞∑
a=0
∞∑
b=0 ∣pa,b∣2 = ∣p0,0∣2 +
∞∑
a=1 ∣pa,0∣2 + ∞∑b=1 ∣p0,b∣2 +
∞∑
a=1
∞∑
b=1 ∣pa,b∣2 (3.19)
where, the subscripts indicates the position of the source, the receiver and the im-
age sources and image receivers, a = 0 indicates the original source position and
b = 0 indicates the original receiver position; the a = 1,2,3⋯ indicates different
image sources; similarly, b = 1,2,3⋯ indicates different image receivers. ∣p0,0∣2 is
the contribution from the pure diffraction path, so involving no reflections. ∣pa,0∣2
is the contribution from the ath image source to the receiver. ∣p0,b∣2 is the contri-
bution from the source to the bth image receiver. ∣pa,b∣2 is the contribution from
the ath image source to the bth image receiver.
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Figure 3.13: Effect of reflections without ground effect. The geometries are shown in figure
(3.14). In (a), Ws = 22 m; h1 = 10 m; rr = 7 m; Wi = 22 m; βs = βr = 1.5pi; wave
length= 0.68(500 Hz);source is in the middle of the canyon;. In (b), rr , Wi, βs, βr are the
same as (a), but the Ws and h1 varies in a urban setting range and the reflection
coefficient is fixed as 0.97. Level difference is the increase between 50 image sources and
one image source.
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With these aforementioned assumptions, the level referenced to free field sound
propagation from image source a to the receiver position via the shortest path La
can be expressed as:
∣ pa,0
pat,La
∣2 = ( 0.37
Xa,1 + 0.37)
2 ( 0.37
Xa,2 + 0.37)
2
(3.20)
where Xa,1 and Xa,2 indicate the input from a source and a receiver. When a > 0,
the sources are imagined, therefore, “1” and “2” are used to indicate “S” and “R”
in equation (3.11). For most environmental sounds, the coherence length of the
sound is rather short. Moreover fast temporal changes in propagation conditions
may further destroy coherence. Therefore, the phase effect is neglected in Eq.
(3.20) and only the sound power is considered.
For a point source, the sound pressure at distance La is pat,La = ρasS0La e−jkLa .∣pa,0∣2 is rewritten as:
∣pa,0∣2 = ( 0.37
Xa,1 + 0.37)
2 ( 0.37
Xa,2 + 0.37)
2 (ρsS0
La
)2 (3.21)
where ρs is the reflection coefficient of the fac¸ade. For the 1st image source, the
amplitude decreases to ρsS0 and for the ath image source, the amplitude decreases
to ρasS0. For diffraction over buildings, the diffraction edge is often around 1.5pi.
In these cases, Mν(βs − θs) = cosνpi − cos(βs − θs)
ν sinνpi
≈ √3
2
cos θs by using the
approximation cos 2θs
3
− 0.5 ≈ 0.5 cos θs. The total sum can be written as:
∣pa,0∣2 = (ρasS0)2 ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ 0.37√ 2ra,sWλ(W+ra,s) √32 cos(θa,s)La + 0.37La
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
2 ( 0.37
Xa,2 + 0.37)
2
(3.22)
WhenW+ra,s ≫ rr, ( 0.37
Xa,2 + 0.37)
2 = ⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
0.37√
2rr(W+ra,s)
λ(ra,s+W+rr)√3(cos 23θr − 0.5) + 0.37
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠
2
can be approximated as ( 0.37√
2rr
λ
√
3(cos 23 θr−0.5)+0.37)
2
and becomes independent of
the order of the image source and will be calledC1s. Suppose ra,s >>W , equation
(3.22) then becomes:
∣pa,0∣2 ≈ (ρasS0)2C1s ⎛⎜⎝ 13.31√W
λ
h1 + ra,s +W + rr
⎞⎟⎠
2
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h1 is the distance from the source to the top of the building. When ra,s is far greater
thanHm, La ≈ da+Ws+W +rr = a Ws+0.5Ws+W +rr. The sum over all image
sources can be rewritten in a closed form using Hurwitz-Lerch transcendent:
∞∑
a=1 ∣pa,0∣2 = C1s (S0)2 ρ2sW 2s Φ(ρ2s2, C3s +WsWs ) (3.23)
where, C3s = 0.5Ws+W +rr+3.31√Wλ h1; Ws is the width of the source canyon.
The details can be found in [15].
Similarly ,
∞∑
b=1 ∣p0,b∣2 = C1r (S0)2 ρ
2
r
W 2r
Φ(ρ2r2, C3r +WrWr )
where, C1r = ⎛⎜⎝ 0.37√ 2rs
λ
√
3(cos 2
3
θs − 0.5)
⎞⎟⎠
2
, C3r = 0.5Wr +W +rs+3.31√Wλ h2.
h2 is the distance from the receiver to the top of the building, ρr is the reflection
coefficient of the receiver canyon. Wr is the width of the receiver canyon.
The
∞∑
b=1
∞∑
a=1 ∣pa,b∣2 part is difficult to write in a condensed form, an approximation
is given as:
∞∑
b=1
∞∑
a=1 ∣pa,b∣2 ≈ (1.59)2(ρsρr)6( 3.31h1√
λ + 1.5Ws +W + 1.5Wr )( 3.31h3√λ + 1.5Ws +W + 1.5Wr )
The details could be found in [15].
To validate the aforementioned approaches and simplifications, a comparison is
made with full wave FDTD calculations [25, 26], taking Ws = 20, h1 = 11, W =
10, h3 = 11, βs = βr = 1.5pi, θs = 0.25pi, Hr = 0. Ground reflections are not
considered and the source is positioned in the middle of the source canyon. The
configuration studied is summarized in in Figure (3.14).
Figure (3.15) shows the difference between FDTD simulation and the results cal-
culated using Eq.(3.23). Since the FDTD simulations are in 2D, in order to limit
the computational burden, the simulated time signal is multiplied by 1√
ct
to trans-
fer the response of a coherent line source to the one of a point source as proposed
in [27]. The results of four individual frequencies are listed. The overestimation
around the extension line of the roof top is also caused by the diffraction model as
mentioned in the previous sections. The errors of the other receiver positions can
be considered as the uncertainties caused by the reflection model and diffraction.
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Figure 3.14: Geometry considered to evaluate the simplified strategy to include multiple
reflections in between opposing parallel building fac¸ades.
3.3.2 Generalize the reflections combined with multiple diffrac-
tion
In the previous section, the reflections between two parallel buildings were dis-
cussed. The combination of reflections and multiple diffraction will be discussed
in this section.
3.3.2.1 Fac¸ades with equal height: h1 = h3
According to Eq.(3.15), the squared sound pressure after n− 1 diffraction over the
squared sound pressure in free field can be written as:
∣pS1⋯nn−1
pat,L
∣2 = (1
2
)2C n−1∏
l=1 ∣Dl∣2 n = 2,3,⋯ (3.24)
Substituting Eq.(3.16) and Eq.(3.18) into equation (3.24) and moving the first
diffraction term out of the product, leads to:
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Figure 3.15: Contour plot of level difference between the simplified model (including
multiple reflections and double diffraction) and FDTD simulation.
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∣ pa,0
pat,La
∣2 =
(1
2
)2C ( 0.37
0.37 +√ 2W12ra,s
λ(W12+ra,s)Mν1(θ1+) +
0.37
0.37 +√ 2W12ra,s
λ(W12+ra,s)Mν1(θ1−))
2
n−1∏
l=2
⎛⎝ 0.37
0.37 +
¿ÁÁÁÀ2Wl,l+1(ra,s +∑l−1j=1Wj,j+1)
λ(ra,s +∑lj=1Wj,j+1) Mνl(θl+)
+ 0.37
0.37 +
¿ÁÁÁÀ2Wl,l+1(rs +∑l−1j=1Wj,j+1)
λ(rs +∑lj=1Wj,j+1) Mνl(θl−)
⎞⎠
2
(3.25)
If the first two diffraction edges are adjacent to each other, which means that
sounds do not propagate over a thin barrier first , Mν1(θ1+) = Mν1(θ1−). For
a rectangular building, the diffraction angle βs,1 is
1.5pi, Mν(βs,1 − θs,1) = cosνpi − cos(βs,1 − θs,1)
ν sinνpi
≈ √3
2
cos θs,1. Also, if rs +
∑l−1j=1Wj,j+1 is much greater than Wl,l+1, ra,s+∑lj=1Wj,j+1−Wl,l+1(ra,s+∑lj=1Wj,j+1) approaches to 1.
Eq.(3.25) can further reduced to:
∣ pa,0
pat,La
∣2 ≈ (1
2
)2C−2 ⎛⎝ 0.37
0.37 +¿ÁÁÀ 2W12ra,s
λ(W12 + ra,s)
√
3
2
cos θs,1
⎞⎠
2
n−1∏
l=2
⎛⎝ 0.37
0.37 +√2Wl,l+1
λ
Mνl(θl+) +
0.37
0.37 +√2Wl,l+1
λ
Mνl(θl−)
⎞⎠
2
Timing ∣pat,La ∣ = S0ρasLa on both sides of the above equation, the total contribution
can be written in a generalized form as:
On the condition that the angle of the diffracting edge is 1.5pi (rectangular build-
ing), the approximation used in Eq.(3.22) is still satisfied, the above equation be-
comes:
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∞∑
a=1 ∣pa,0∣2 =
C1,g
∞∑
a=1
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣(S0ρas)2( 0.370.37La +¿ÁÁÀ 2W12ra,s
λ(W12 + ra,s)
√
3
2
cos θs,1La
)2⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
= C1,g ∞∑
a=1
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣(S0ρas)2( 1
La + 3.31h1
¿ÁÁÀW12
λ
(ra,s +∑l−1j=1Wj,j+1 + rr)2
ra,s(W12 + ra,s)
)2⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(3.26)
where,
C1,g = (1
2
)2C−2 n−1∏
l=2
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0.37
0.37 +√2Wl,l+1
λ
Mνl(θl+) +
0.37
0.37 +√2Wl,l+1
λ
Mνl(θl−)
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
2
(3.27)
Suppose ra,s is much greater than ∑l−1j=1Wj,j+1 + rr, √ (ra,s+∑l−1j=1Wj,j+1+rr)2ra,s(W12+ra,s) can
be approximated as 1. The uncertainties of this assumption will be validated later.
With this assumption, equation (3.26) can be similarly calculated as before with
the Hurwitz-Lerch transcendent:
∞∑
a=1 ∣pa,0∣2 = C1,g (S0)2 ρ2sW 2s Φ(ρ2s,2, C3,g +WsWs ) (3.28)
where,
C3,g = 3.31√W12
λ
h1 + 0.5Ws + rr + n−1∑
j=1 Wj,j+1, (3.29)
When n = 2, C1,g = C1,s and C3,g = C3,s.
The test case in Figure (3.16) is used to validate the generalized form for h1 = h3.
The predicted errors (see Figure (3.17)) are relative large compared to the previous
validation cases. The possible reasons will be discussed in section 3.4.
3.3.2.2 Fac¸ades with different heights: h3 < h1
If h3 < h1, some of the image sources located away from the screening building
cannot contribute any more to the total sound pressure level without an additional
diffraction as shown by the dashed line in Figure (3.18(a)). Accordingly, the image
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Figure 3.16: Geometry of a typical generalized case including reflections and multiple
diffraction.
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Figure 3.17: Contour plot of the level difference between the generalized model and the
FDTD simulations for the geometry as in figure (3.16).
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Figure 3.18: Demonstration in case of h3 < h1 or h3 > h1
sources located in the direction of the central screening building become more rel-
evant. Assuming that the source lies in the middle of the canyonWs and according
to the simple ratio aWs+0.5Ws
h1
= aWs−0.5Ws
h
= 1,2,⋯, the relation between h and
h1 is: h = a−0.5a+0.5h1, where h1 = Hm−source height. When h = a−0.5a+0.5h1 > h3,
the ath image source will become unavailable. Specifically, the relation actually is
h = 1/3h1, 1/3h1, 3/5h1, 5/7h1⋯.
Instead of ∑∞a=1 ∣pa,0∣2, the total contribution becomes:
N∑
a=1 ∣pa,0∣2 + ∞∑a=N+1 ∣qa,0∣2 =
∞∑
a=1 ∣pa,0∣2 − ∞∑a=N+1 ∣pa,0∣2 +
∞∑
a=N+1 ∣qa,0∣2
= C1,g,1S20 ρ2sW 2s Φ(α2,2,1 + C3,g,1Ws ) −C1,g,1S20 ρ
2(N+1)
s
W 2s
Φ(ρ2s,2,N + 1 + C3,g,1Ws )
+ C1,g,2S20 ρ2(N+1)sW 2s Φ(ρ2s,2,N + 1 + C3,g,2Ws ) (3.30)
Where ∣pa,0∣2 and ∣qa,0∣2 are sound pressure distinguished by different diffracted
paths. N is the number from which the image source will have to diffract 3 times to
reach the receiver, i.e. the diffraction path changes from athimage → 2 → 3 → R
to athimage → 1 → 2 → 3 → R. pa,0 is sound diffracted twice and qa,0 is
sound diffracted 3 times to reach the receiver position. C1,g,x and C3,g,x can be
calculated by Eq.(3.27) and Eq.(3.29). The indexes “x” of C1,g and C3,g are used
to distinguish different inputs in Eq.(3.27) and Eq.(3.29).
The configuration depicted in Figure (3.19) is used to validate Eq.(3.30). Figure
(3.20) shows the comparison results. The errors at most receivers are less than 2
dB. Largest deviations from the full-wave reference calculations appear near the
extension line of the building’s roof.
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Figure 3.19: Geometry to check the generalized model with different fac¸ades heights:
h3 < h1
3.3.2.3 Fac¸ades with different heights: h3 > h1
If h3 > h1, the contribution of the diffraction following some paths, such as
“athimage → 2 → 1 → 3 → R”, “athimage → 1 → 3 → R” and “athimage → 1 →
R” as shown in figure (3.18), may not be neglected. The recommended formula
for a configuration where h3 > h1 is:
∞∑
a=1 ∣pa,0∣2 + M∑a=1 ∣qa,0∣2 + N∑a=M+1 ∣q′a,0∣2 +
∞∑
a=1 ∣q′′a,0∣2
= C1,g,3S20 ρ2sW 2s Φ(ρ2s,2,1 + C3,g,3Ws ) +C1,g,4S20 ρ
2
s
W 2s
Φ(ρ2s,2,1 + C3,g,4Ws )
− C1,g,4S20 ρ2(M+1)sW 2s Φ(ρ2s,2,M + 1 + C3,g,4Ws )
+ C1,g,5S20 ρ2(M+1)sW 2s Φ(ρ2s,2,M + 1 + C3,g,5Ws )
− C1,g,5S20 ρ2(N+1)sW 2s Φ(ρ2s,2,N + 1 + C3,g,5Ws )+ C1,g,6S20 ρ2sW 2s Φ(ρ2s,2,1 + C3,g,6Ws ) (3.31)
Where ∣pa,0∣2, ∣qa,0∣2, ∣q′a,0∣2 and ∣q′′a,0∣2 are used to distinguish sound pressure
diffracted by different paths. ∣pa,0∣2 is path athimage → 2 → 3 → R, ∣qa,0∣2, is
path athimage → 1 → R, ∣q′a,0∣2 is path athimage → 1 → 3 → R and ∣q′′a,0∣2
is path athimage → 2 → 1 → 3 → R. C1,g,x and C3,g,x can be calculated
from the generalized form Eq.(3.27) and Eq.(3.29). The indexes x of C1,g,x and
C3,g,x is only used to distinguish different C1,g and C3,g . M is the image source
number from which the diffraction path changes from athimage → 1 → R to
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Figure 3.20: Contour plot of the level difference between the generalized model and the
FDTD simulations for the geometry as in figure (3.19).
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Figure 3.21: Geometry to check the generalized model with different fac¸ades heights:
Hs >Hm
athimage → 1 → 3 → R. N is the image source number from which the diffrac-
tion path changes from athimage→ 1→ 3→ R to athimage→ 2→ 1→ 3→ R.
The test case as presented in Figure (3.21) and the results are shown in Figure
(3.22)
Levels of most receivers coincide with the simulations well. Different with the
conditions h1 = h3 and h3 < h1, the predicted levels are smaller than the full-wave
simulations.
3.4 Discussion
By introducing several approximations urban sound propagation involving mul-
tiple reflections and diffraction is highly simplified and the calculation speed is
improved by several orders of magnitude. The most important steps are the intro-
duction of an approximation for the Fresnel Integral, the assumption that the effect
of multiple diffraction can be approximated by including only the shortest path
connection all rooftops, and finally by compacting the sum over all image sources
caused by the source and receiver canyon reflections. The first approximation has
been validated by comparison with a full analytical model, the other approxima-
tions have been validated by comparison to numerical FDTD simulations.
The error introduced by the approximation of the Fresnel Integral remains smaller
than one dB except near the edge of the shadow region. The error introduced by
approximating the Fresnel Integral in case of multiple diffraction behaves very
similar. It should nevertheless be noted that this does not check the validity of
taking into account the shortest path only.
Approximating the sum over multiple image sources allows to obtain a closed
analytical form for the sum. Two approximations used to resolve the sum were
not found in previous work. The first one allows to eliminate the image source
location from all diffraction terms except from the first one. This requires that
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Figure 3.22: Contour plot of the level difference between the generalized model and the
FDTD simulations for the geometry as in figure (3.21).
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Figure 3.23: Special cases influencing the results.
rs +∑l−1j=1Wj,j+1 is much greater than Wl,l+1. The second assumption states that
ra,s ≫ ∑n−1j Wj,j+1+rr , which means that ra,s+∑n−1j=1 Wj,j+1+rrra,s ≈ 1. However, this
condition maybe not satisfied for long-distance propagation in combination with a
source located in a narrow canyon. If ∑n−1j Wj,j+1 + rr < 500m, the error caused
by
ra,s+∑n−1j=1 Wj,j+1+rr
ra,s
≈ 1 is less than 3 dB in an urban setting.
Moreover, if this distance is larger than 500 m, one will often encounter other noise
sources in more closer distances. These sources will dominate the overall noise cli-
mate due to the geometrical divergence that is very large in case of long distance
propagation. For shorter distances the impact of the approximation was explic-
itly tested by comparing levels calculated with the simplified analytical model to
numerical simulations. This showed that in the deep shadow region errors are
generally lower than 1 dB even in the case of multiple intermediate buildings.
In real urban situations, some particular cases may occur that are not explicitly
covered by the formulations presented in this chapter. For example, in Figure
(3.23(a)), the depicted image source reaches the receiver by interacting with dif-
ferent building edges than e.g. the (original) source. Another typical case is as
shown in Figure (3.23(b)); the left building is higher than the right one and the
receiver is far away. Some of the image sources could reach the receiver by a
single diffraction only. Therefore, carefully analysing the contributions from the
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different image source is needed when using theoretical diffraction formulas.
While deriving the model an important assumption is that the source is located in
the middle of the source canyon, which is representative for typical road traffic
noise sources. These assumptions allowed simplifying the presented diffraction
model. Deviations from these will lead to less accurate results. Ground reflections
are not considered either. However, these can be easily incorporated by using an
additional set of image sources located below the ground plane. Similar formulas
as represented here can be used.
Compared to an explicit sum of the image sources, the Hurwitz-Lerch transcen-
dent is more efficient if the number of image sources is greater than 3. Figure
(3.24) shows a comparison curve. This curve shows the ratio of calculating time
between the two methods. This comparison is based on reflections over a rectan-
gular building of 10 m wide. Every data point in the y-axis is the average of 100
times running of the engineering models. Details are shown in the caption of the
figure. From this figure, the calculating efficiency is similar among our presented
model, ISO9613-2 model, CNOSSOS-EU model and the HARMONIOSE model.
The NORD2000 model is slower than others.
Besides, the calculating efficiency, figure (3.25) shows the accuracy of diffracted
sound over a thick barrier among our model and some commonly used engineering
models. Our presented model, Pierce’s model and NORD2000 have good predic-
tion compared with the FDTD simulation. The ISO9613-2, CNOSSOS-EU and
HARMONOISE model overestimate the sound pressure levels.
3.5 Conclusion
A simplified method to predict sound pressure levels at shielded areas in typical
urban situations are presented and validated. This method is essentially based on
Pierce diffraction theory, where the Fresnel Integral is approximated by a special
pair of trigonometric functions tuning this approximation to typical situations en-
countered in urban sound propagation: tall barriers and a specific interest in the
deep shadow zone. The new single, double and multiple diffraction functions are
validated by theoretical solutions and full-wave simulations. Although the error
that is introduced is limited to below 1 dB in most of the space of interest, the gain
in calculation time is tremendous (several orders of magnitude). The chapter then
focusses in particular on combining the effect of multiple reflections with multiple
diffraction. Additional assumptions allow to make a significant part of the sum
independent on the reflection order and independent of the infinite sum of the im-
age sources. Thus the contribution of the image source can be relatively easily
condensed with the Hurwitz-Lerch transcendent. Once the sum includes over 3
image sources, some additional calculation time is gained by this last step. Gener-
ally, the new method can predict sound pressure levels at shielded areas within 2
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Figure 3.24: Time ratio between explicit sum and Hurwitz-Lerch transcendent. The barrier
is 10 m wide and 10 high. The source and receiver is 10 m to the barrier fac¸ade and 10 m
the barrier top, respectively. Every y − axis value is the average of 100 times running.
“QSIDE” indicates the model presented in this chapter. The other legends indicate the
name of the engineering models.
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Figure 3.25: Comparison of different engineering models about the diffracted sound
pressure level reference to the free field. The barrier is a thick barrier with 10 m width.
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dB compared with numerical simulations in most of the receiver positions under a
low computing cost.
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4
Dynamic noise mapping: a map-based
interpolation between noise
measurements with high temporal
resolution
☀☀☀
Submitted to Applied Acoustics
Although these strategic noise maps have their merits, they also have some
shortcomings: accuracy in predicted noise levels in shielded or quiet areas is
not very high, the maps fail to capture sounds that are less easy to predict, and
above all the dynamics of the sound environment is not included. However,
these dynamics might be important to evaluate sleep disturbance and noise an-
noyance. In this chapter, a model to dynamically (every 15 min time interval)
update the noise maps based on measurements is proposed. This model re-
lies on reasonable good source and propagation models and a not-very-dense
measurement network. The least mean squares method (LMS) is used for tun-
ing model parameters. To avoid an under-determined system, the number of
degrees of freedom is reduced by grouping the sources and propagation paths
into different categories. Sources and propagations in the same category are
corrected by offsetting the same small values from their basic levels. The map
based interpolation is performed jointly on LAeq , L10 and L90, and takes into
account 1/3 octave band spectra. The efficiency of the proposed method was
validated in a case study in Katendrecht district of Rotterdam, the Netherlands.
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4.1 Introduction
Strategic noise maps have been calculated in many European countries as obliged
by the environmental noise directive issued in 2002. Since then, such maps have
become an important noise policy instrument, and allow identification of black
points and draw statistics of population exposure to environmental noise [1, 2, 3, 4,
5]. Case studies and in-situ measurement [6, 7, 8] show that discrepancies between
calculated and measured acoustical indicators can become quite large, especially
at highly shielded urban zones. This inaccuracy mainly stems from assumptions
made by the source or propagation models commonly applied. Simplifications
implemented to allow fast evaluation could be a reason as well. Among others, the
effect of meteorological effects, intermediate city canyons [9, 10], green roofs [11],
roof details [12] and terrain details [13, 14] are not sufficiently captured.
Strategic noise maps, by concept, do not attempt to cover all environmental sound
sources. For example, traffic on minor roads is seldom considered due to lack
of basic data. Other sources such as recreational noise (pubs, music events, ...
), (un)loading near shops, construction noise etc. are very difficult to grasp in
strategic maps due to their unpredictable and temporal nature. However, these
might have a strong impact on the urban soundscape.
Also the temporal variation is neglected in strategic noise maps, aiming at provid-
ing yearly averaged noise indicators. This might conflict with the more temporary
perception of environmental noise by city dwellers. In addition, in order to esti-
mate health-related impacts resulting from noise exposure, more detailed temporal
information could be helpful. Shoulder hours could be important for estimating
sleep disturbance [15], which would not be captured by Lnight and require short-
term variations in the map (e.g. 15 minute LAeq) to be obtained. On a shorter
time scale, percentile levels or event counts could allow estimating notice-ability
of environmental sounds.
These aforementioned considerations form the starting point of this work. The
aim is to develop more accurate and dynamic maps based on continuous noise
monitoring. The term “dynamic noise map” is used to refer to a noise map that
is updated in short time intervals (e.g. every 15 minutes) based on measurements
made in a dense, yet limited network of noise sensors. As a complement to an
energy-based noise level indicator as LAeq , the proposed methodology can also
include other indicators that could be relevant for the evaluation of the effect of
noise on people such as the percentile levels L10 and L90.
Recently, a procedure for obtaining a dynamic map was developed by assuming
that sound propagation is independent of time, allowing to update levels at re-
ceivers by only considering temporal source power variations [16, 17]. However
this method fails when meteorological effect cannot be assumed constant and in-
accuracy in modelled propagation becomes observable. To increase spatial detail,
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one could use mobile measurement stations equipped with GPS to measure in
a fine resolution grid [18]. The challenge in the latter lies in combining spatial
and temporal detail [19]. Dynamic maps based on microscopic traffic simulations
[20, 21] could resolve only part of the aforementioned issues and are moreover
very CPU time costly.
In this chapter, a model-based interpolation method to calculate dynamic noise
maps based on medium-density noise-monitoring networks is proposed that not
only adapts the sound powers over time, but also accounts for temporal variations
in the propagation conditions. Both equivalent levels and percentile noise levels
are considered in this work. The basic assumption underlying the model-based
interpolation is that there is a reasonably good model for predicting the sound
indicators in the area under study. Inaccuracy may occur in the emission of the
source but also in the calculated propagation. The interpolation will tune the source
and propagation on the basis of measurements and in that way improve predictions
at locations where no measurements are available.
This model will not be accurate for instantaneous noise level predictions given the
15-minute time frame. Suppose two microphones (A and B), separated by 200 m,
near the edge of the same road. At the moment a car passes in front of microphone
A, a very short time frame would demand the system to increase the source power
level, while near B the opposite would be true. However, when the same car passes
somewhat later in front of B, the opposite action would be needed. Given the
concept of dynamic source level adaptation, microphones A and B should suggest
the same source correction. This results in the fact that A and B share peak levels
and background levels. Therefore, to predict the instantaneous event is beyond this
study and the prediction of indicators LAeq , L10 and L90 will be focused.
This chapter is organized as follows. In section 4.2, the conceptual layout is intro-
duced. In section 4.3, the methodology for correcting the source emission levels
and propagation related parameters, based on measurements, is presented. In sec-
tion 4.4, a case study is described using 8 microphones in a city quarter during a
2-month experiment. Finally, conclusions are drawn in section 4.5.
4.2 Underlying model and reducing degrees of free-
dom
The proposed method for dynamic interpolation relies on an underlying source
and propagation model. This model has to be sufficiently accurate, but as it will be
tuned based on measurements, the highest possible accuracy on source categorisa-
tion and propagation path calculation is not required. A careful balance between
accuracy and efficiency will therefore be sought. Tuning model parameters based
on measurements has to be based on a sufficiently small number of the degrees of
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freedom. The number of degrees of freedom that can be resolved is determined by
the number of measurement stations and the assumptions on temporal coherence
on the time scale considered in the sources. This section will focus on reducing
the degrees of freedom.
4.2.1 Underlying model
4.2.1.1 Temporal aggregation: LAeq and LN
It is obvious that models aiming at predicting instantaneous sound pressure lev-
els, for example on a second by second basis, LAeq,1sec, would most likely fail.
Moreover, even if interpolation between monitoring stations at a second by sec-
ond basis were possible, the information obtained would be very hard to interpret.
Thus a suitable aggregation period has to be chosen. This requires a careful bal-
ance between stability and repeatability at the one hand, and a sufficient degree of
dynamics at the other hand. In an urban environment, the short term dynamics are
mainly determined by passages of motorized vehicles [20]. A suitable aggregation
period depends on the traffic intensity but 10 to 15 minutes have been chosen as
an appropriate monitoring period. Sequential monitoring over such time intervals
results in low standard errors between measurement periods for continuous traf-
fic flows and still includes enough temporal resolution to capture typical (diurnal)
activity patterns [22]. Finally, one should also consider the latency in calculating
the updated maps. The shorter the temporal step, the larger the latency. Based
on these considerations, a 15 minute temporal interval was chosen to produce the
dynamic noise maps. The equivalent sound pressure level LAeq,15min includes the
total sound energy received at a measurement location. Every sound source, fixed
or mobile, contributes an amount to this quantity independently. Moreover, the
total energy over 15 minutes determines the LAeq independently of the emission
moment. In addition, it is a preferred indicator for noise mapping. Besides LAeq ,
percentile noise levels LN are also of importance when analysing the soundscape.
L10 indicates the noise level exceeded 10% of the measurement time. L10 is there-
fore indicative for peak levels. L90 indicates the noise level exceeded 90% of the
measurement time. Consequently, L90 can be considered as the background noise
level. L10 and L90 are widely used in studies of noise disturbance and background
noise quality. Although the model will be developed for LAeq , L10 and L90, it can
readily be extended to other parameters.
4.2.1.2 Model for predicting LAeq
The model for LAeq calculates the total contribution from all sources at point p
and time t, for frequency f :
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Leq,f(p, t) = 10 log10 Ns∑
i
Nh∑
j
100.1[L′W,f,i(t)−A′f,i,j(p,t)] (4.1)
where the sources are labelled by index i and the propagation paths are labelled
by index j which allows for different paths between the ith source and location p;
Ns is the number of sources and Nh is the total number of propagation paths; the
primes stress that the theoretical value is modified based on the measurements.
The actual values for sound emission L′W,f,i and attenuation A′f,i,j now are ob-
tained from their theoretical value LW,f,i and Af,i,j and the measured levels
Lx,f,meas(pmeas, t). For this, it is assumed that the actual value deviates only by
a “small” amount:
L′W,f,i(t) = Lw,f,i(t) + t−1f,i (4.2)
A′f,i,j(p, t) = Af,i,j(p) + δt−1f,i,j (4.3)
where, LW,f,i(t) is the source power level at time t. LW,f,i(t) can be calculated
by a source model or it can be obtained from a close-proximity measurement. Both
t−1f,i and δt−1f,i,j are functions of frequency f and time t, but can be functions of sev-
eral other parameters as well. Note that no explicit dependence of the theoretical
attenuation on time is assumed and thus any variation that might occur will need
to be captured by the correction term. Extracting t−1f,i and δt−1f,i,j from the measure-
ments Lx,f,meas(p, t−1) will be done by the least mean squares method including
restrictions on the size of f and δf .
4.2.1.3 Model for predicting L10 and L90
Fluctuations in noise levels can occur for different reasons: a spatially static sound
sources can show a clear temporal pattern (e.g. a cooling unit switching on and
off), a source could move or the propagation conditions from a spatially static
source can change quickly for example due to wind gusts. The latter type of fluc-
tuation will not be considered here. For spatially fixed sources with fluctuating
emission, the relationship between equivalent noise level and percentile noise lev-
els is directly determined by the source. However, for moving sources distance
and speed have a strong influence on this relationship. In this work we will mainly
consider road traffic as the moving sources. Rail and air traffic often only influence
the low indexed percentile levels and can therefore easily be added.
A full microscopic traffic simulation allows to calculate percentile noise levels
quite accurately [20, 21, 23, 24]. However, it also requires many parameters that do
not relate to measured noise levels in a straight forward way. Steering microscopic
traffic simulation from roadside noise measurements in real time is still beyond
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the possibilities of today’s computers, in particular when it has to be applied to a
whole city. Therefore an alternative approach is followed.
The main assumptions behind this approach are (i) that the fluctuation in noise
level due to road traffic is mainly caused by the traffic on the closest road, whereas
more distant traffic only contributes to a relatively constant background hum, and
(ii) that the relationship between LAeq , L10 and L90 is mainly influenced by the
distance to this road, and by the traffic flow rate, the vehicle speed and the amount
of heavy vehicles on this closest road. A simplified simulation model can then be
used to estimate these relationships, based on the simulated temporal envelope of
the sound level near a single road carrying free flow traffic [25]. For this, a 2 km
stretch of a straight road was modelled, on which vehicles were loaded at one end,
which then travelled to the other end. The number of vehicle passby’s per time unit
followed a Poisson distribution, which is typical for free flow traffic, containing
platoons of various lengths. The emission of each vehicle was calculated using the
Harmonoise/Imagine road traffic noise emission model, and free field propagation
was used to calculate the instantaneous sound level at a receiver point next to the
road in the middle of the 2 km segment. From the instantaneous sound level that
was simulated at the location of the receiver, the relationship between LAeq , LA10
and LA90 was derived, and was tabulated for a range of scenarios in which vehicle
speed, percentage of heavy vehicles, distance to the road and traffic flow were
varied.
Within the dynamic noise mapping approach followed in this chapter, for each
receiver, the distance to the closest road segment is determined and the contribu-
tion of this road to LAeq is extracted. Based on the traffic intensity and speed
limit on this road, corresponding values for L10 and L90 are then extracted from
the pre-calculated tables. For contributions to the traffic noise level that follow
paths that contain multiple reflections, diffraction over buildings, or scattering on
atmospheric turbulence, it is assumed that peaks in the sound level smooth out and
consequently that L10, LAeq , and L90 are almost equal. For those situations in
which the receiver is close to more than one road, multiple contributions will need
to be added. As the distribution of the sound level caused by each road separately
is not known, a more elaborate derivation has to be made to obtain estimates of
L10 and L90. Details on this procedure can be found in Appendix A3.
4.2.2 Reducing degree of freedom
From equation (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3), it is clear that the number of unknown  is Ns
and the number of unknown δ is Ns ⋅Nh for each immission point, which makes
the system of equations - obtained from matching calculations and a limited num-
ber of sound observatories - to be solved strongly under determined. Moreover,
many sources and propagation paths have extremely low influences on a particular
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immission point which also makes the system ill-conditioned. Additionally, for
every update of the map the double sum has to be recalculated which amounts to
Ns ⋅Nh ⋅N calculations, where N is the number of measurement stations.
To limit the size of the sum over all Ns sources and the degrees of freedom in
f , sources need to be categorized. Categorization and grouping is particularly
useful for sound sources that are spread over large areas such as road traffic noise.
Categorizations of road traffic noise emission could depend on traffic intensity,
speed limit, or other categorization methods. For example, grouping sources to
highways, major city roads and minor city roads.
In the underlying noise mapping model, three categories of propagation paths are
included for road traffic:
• 2D path, consisting of direct line-of-sight propagation, reflections or diffrac-
tions in the horizontal plane (near vertical edges).
• diffraction path, that is the contribution caused by multiple reflections and
diffractions over roof tops (excluding the horizontal plane)[10].
• scattered path, this the contribution to the immission due to turbulence scat-
tering and is mainly important in shielded areas [26].
It is essential to keep corrections on the above mentioned three propagations sepa-
rately. It is expected that the “2D” path is estimated quite accurately, the “diffrac-
tion” path could be slightly inaccurate yet not time dependent while the “scattered”
path may change significantly over time.
Although several possible propagation paths have been grouped in the above three
categories, δ could still depend on the source-receiver positions. In this way, the
correction term δ still contains a large degrees of freedom.
Two important assumptions are made to reduce the number of degrees of freedom:
1) it is assumed that the source corrections are identical in the same source cate-
gory. The source correction f,i then becomes f,m, where i is a source and m is
a source category. 2) it is assumed that the propagation corrections are also iden-
tical in the same source category and the same propagation path. The propagation
correction δf,i,j then becomes δf,m,n, where m is a source category and n is a
category of propagation paths.
Based on these categorizations, Equation (4.1) can be split to:
Leq,f(p, t) = 10 log10 ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
Nn∑
n=1∑j∈n
Nm∑
m=1 ∑i∈m100.1[L′W,f,i(t)−A′f,i,j(p,t)]
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭ (4.4)
where i ∈ m refers to i belonging to the source category m and j ∈ n refers to
j belonging to the propagation category n. Nm is the total number of source
categories and Nn is the total number of categories of propagation paths. The
corrections for the same source or propagation category are supposed to be the
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same. Therefore the corrections mentioned in equation (4.2) and equation (4.3)
can be moved out for the same category. The sum then changes to:
Leq,f(p, t) =
10 log10
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
Nm∑
m=1 100.1
t
f,m
Nn∑
n=1 10−0.1δ
t
f,m,n∑
j∈n∑i∈m100.1[LW,f,i(t)−Af,i,j(p,t)]
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭
(4.5)
The double sum ∑j∈n∑i∈m 100.1[LW,f,i(t)−Af,i,j(p,t)] indicates a separate noise
map calculated based on source categorym and propagation category k. Therefore
the most time consuming part can be calculated before hand to save the updating
time.
Clearly, the double sum ∑j∈n∑i∈m 100.1[LW,f,i(t)−Af,i,j(p,t)] is the total contribu-
tion of a source category by a propagation category, which can be calculated and
stored in advance. The number of degrees of freedom reduces from Ns ⋅Nh ⋅N to
Nm ⋅Nn ⋅N , where N is the number of measurement stations.
The discussion on the underlying model and reduction of degrees of freedom ex-
plicitly depends on frequency, for example per 1/3 octave band. Although in prin-
ciple there are no fundamental constrains in performing the fit to measurements on
a frequency per frequency basis, the additional freedom jeopardizes the unique-
ness of the solution and thus could easily lead to over-fitting. Therefore in this
work it is assumed that 1) the traffic source spectrum is reasonably accurate; 2) the
spectrum of atmospheric attenuation is reasonably accurate. In that case it can be
assumed that the corrections on both sound power and propagation are indepen-
dent on frequency. For industrial noise, explicitly including frequency dependent
corrections is more appropriate unless sound power spectra are explicitly obtained
from a separate measurement.
4.3 Calculate the correction term  for sources and δ
for propagation path
The correction terms are obtained by minimizing the squared error between the
predictions and measurements:
e = min⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
N∑
p
⎛⎝18∑f [Leq,f(p, t)−Leq,f,meas(p, t)]2+∑x [Lx(p, t)−Lx,meas(p, t)]2⎞⎠
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭
(4.6)
where p is the measurement position; x is the percentile indicator which either
is 10 or 90 in this publication; f is frequency. As shown in equation (4.6), the
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frequency dependency of Leq is explicitly taken into account while this is not the
case for the percentile levels where only the overall A-weighted level is used. The
main reason for this is that the spectrum of percentile levels is ill-defined, yet one
could think of a useful extension of the algorithms in this direction. Assuming that
equation (4.6) has a unique minimum, letting the partial derivative with respect
to the variables  and δ of the sum in equation (4.6) equal to zero respectively,
the minimum is achieved and  and δ can then be resolved. In this publication a
slightly different approach is assumed.
Inspired by the least mean squares algorithm (LMS) that is popular in signal pro-
cessing, equation (4.6) is not resolved explicitly at every time step but on average
over a longer time period hereby assuming that  and δ change only slowly with
time. As in signal processing it is then assumed that the minimum in the error func-
tion will be reached by taking small steps in the direction of the minimum taking
into account only the instantaneous values in calculating the derivative. Note that
in situations where LMS is used in signal processing the uniqueness of the solution
and convergence can be proven, yet this is not the case here. Application will show
to what extend convergence can be reached. The correction of sources o category
m, m, and correction of propagation path of source category m and propagation
category n, δm,n, can be updated in the same way as:
tm ≈ t−1m − ∂∂t−1m
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩µ
N∑
p
(1
8
∑
f
[Leq,f(p, t) −
Leq,f,meas(p, t)]2 +∑
x
[Lx(p, t) −Lx,meas(p, t)]2) + β′ (t−1n )2 ⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭(4.7)
where µ is a small number. β′ is a regularisation constrain that keeps t−1m small.
Merging the constant into β, equation (4.7) changes to:
tm = t−1m (1 − β) − µ N∑
p
{1
8
∑
f
2 [Leq,f(p, t) −Leq,f,meas(p, t)] ∂
∂t−1m Leq,f(p, t)
+ ∑
x
2 [Lx(p, t) −Lx,meas(p, t)] ∂
∂t−1m Lx(p, t)} (4.8)
Similarly,
δtm,n = δt−1m,n(1 − βδ) − µδ N∑
p
{1
8
∑
f
2 [Leq,f(p, t) −Leq,f,meas(p, t)] ∂
∂δt−1m,nLeq,f(p, t)
+ ∑
x
2 [Lx(p, t) −Lx,meas(p, t)] ∂
∂δt−1m,nLx(p, t)} (4.9)
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4.3.1 Calculate source correction 
To quantify the contribution of LAeq for the correction of source category m, the
derivative
∂
∂t−1m Leq,f(p, t) and ∂∂t−1m Lx(p, t) need to be solved. Substituting
equation (4.5) into the derivative and using the technique of derivative of implicit
functions leads to:
∂
∂t−1m Leq,f(p, t) = 10ln 10 1100.1Leq,f (p,t)
∂
∂t−1m
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
Nm∑
m=1 100.1
t−1
m
Nn∑
n=1 10−0.1δ
t−1
m,n∑
j∈n∑i∈m100.1[LW,f,i(t)−Af,i,j(p,t)]
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭
(4.10)
Since the correction for different source categories are independent from each
other, the derivative of other categories (≠ m) with respect to t−1m will vanish,
which means ∂
∂t−1m ∑Nmm=1 100.1t−1m = ∂∂t−1m 100.1t−1m . Equation (4.10) is simplified
as:
∂
∂t−1m Leq,f(p, t) =
100.1
t−1
m
Nn∑
n=1 10−0.1δ
t−1
m,n∑
j∈n∑i∈m100.1[LW,f,i(t)−Af,i,j(p,t)]
100.1Leq,f (p,t)
(4.11)
To explain:
• LW,f,i(t) is power level of ith source, which may be calculated by the traffic
source power model;
• ∑j∈n∑i∈m 100.1(LW,f,i(t)−Af,i,j(p,t)) is the sound power calculated from all
source in the same category to the measurement position p by nth propaga-
tion path category, where n = 1 is the 2D sound path, n = 2 is the diffracted
sound path and n = 3 is the turbulence scattering sound path;
• 100.1
t−1
m
Nn∑
n=1 10−0.1δ
t−1
f,m,n∑
j∈n∑i∈m100.1[LW,f,i(t)−Af,i,j(p,t)] is the sound power
calculated from all the sources in the same category to the measurement po-
sition by all propagation paths. This value includes the source correction
term t−1m and propagation correction term δt−1m,n
• 100.1Leq,f (p,t) is the total equivalent energy which can be calculated by
equation (4.5)
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Similar as the aforementioned analysis, the derivatives
∂
∂t−1m Lx(p, t) can also be
derived. However, L10 and L90 cannot be calculated as straightforward as Leq,f .
Details of calculating L10, L90 and their derivative to t−1m and δt−1m,n can be found
in Appendix.
According to equation (4.8) and (4.11) in the previous sections and putting the con-
stants into a fitting parameter, the correction term  for a specified source category
m becomes:
tm = t−1m (1 − β) − µ N∑
p
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩[Leq,f(p, t) −Leq,f,meas(p, t)]
100.1
t−1
m
Nn∑
n=1 10−0.1δ
t−1
m,n∑
j∈n∑i∈m100.1[LW,f,i(t)−Af,i,j(p,t)]
100.1Leq,f (p,t)
+(L10 −L10,meas) ∂
∂t−1m L10 + (L90 −L90,meas) ∂∂t−1m L90
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭(4.12)
4.3.2 Calculate propagation correction δ
The LMS method is also used to calculate δtm,n. Similar procedure is applied as
when formulating the tm. Also note that the corrections for different propaga-
tion paths are independent, meaning that the derivatives to paths other than n will
vanish. The derivative can be simplified to:
∂
∂δt−1m,nLeq,f(p, t) = 10ln 10 1100.1Leq,f (p,t)
∂
∂δt−1m,n
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
Nm∑
m=1 100.1
t−1
m
Nn∑
n=1 10−0.1δ
t−1
m,n∑
j∈n∑i∈m100.1[LW,f,i(t)−Af,i,j(p,t)]
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭
= −10
0.1t−1m 10−0.1δt−1m,n∑
j∈n∑i∈m100.1[LW,f,i(t)−Af,i,j(p,t)]
100.1Leq,f (p,t) (4.13)
According to equation (4.9) and (4.13), the correction term δ for a specified source
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category m and propagation path n becomes:
δtm,n = δt−1m,n(1 − βδ) − µ N∑
p
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ − [Leq,f(p, t) −Leq,f,meas(p, t)]
100.1
t−1
m 10−0.1δt−1m,n∑
j∈n∑i∈m100.1[LW,f,i(t)−Af,i,j(p,t)]
100.1Leq,f (p,t)
+(L10 −L10,meas) ∂
∂δt−1m,nL10 + (L90 −L90,meas) ∂∂δt−1m,nL90
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭ (4.14)
The details of solving ∂
∂δt−1m,nL10 and ∂∂δt−1m,nL10 can be found in the Appendix.
4.3.3 Implementation method
To fit these correction parameters, the system is designed as 1) calculate the noise
map for propagation paths “2D”, “diffraction” and “scattered” for all the catego-
rized sources and extra sources; 2) query the server for measurement data at a start
time stamp; 3) run the LMS method to obtain  and δ; 4) move forward the time
stamp (in this case the time step is 15 min). This approach is summarized in the
flow-chart shown in figure (4.1). By this method,∑j∈n∑i∈m 100.1(LW,f,i(t)−Af,i,j(p,t))
can be calculated and stored in advance.
4.4 Case study
The Katendrecht district of Rotterdam, the Netherlands, is considered to validate
the proposed dynamic mapping model. This district is located on a peninsula
with 1.18 km2 area and around 4445 residential inhabitants [27]. The main noise
source is the road traffic noise during day time. During night, industrial sources to
the south of the peninsula may become important. The grouping of noise sources
assumes similar uncertainty on the accuracy of the source data within one group.
Inaccuracy can be attributed to traffic information or emission data for individual
vehicles. The latter in turn depends on the fleet composition (including tires and
maintenance) and on the road surface. Fleet maintenance, tires, etc. is expected
to be relatively constant over a whole city. Road surface and road maintenance
state may differ amongst neighbourhoods or districts. But for the area under study
which is relatively small and homogeneous it can be assumed similar for the whole
area. Hence, in this particular case, there is no need to categorize the traffic sound
sources depending on their location. Uncertainty on traffic information and its
effect on sound emission often depends on traffic intensity. Highway traffic and
traffic on main arterial roads is know with much higher accuracy than traffic on
local access roads for example. Therefore traffic sources are grouped into four
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Figure 4.1: Implementation flow of the model.
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categories based on traffic intensity or sound power level used in the calculation of
strategic noise maps which can be considered a proxy for the latter. For road traf-
fic, sound power levels for every 10m stretch of road are available from strategic
noise mapping. Since the sound power levels of the traffic sources are not heavy
tailed distributions, categorisation is done by using the Jenks-natural-breaks clas-
sification method [28]. This method seeks to minimize the variance inside a group
and maximize the variance between groups (4.15) and (4.16):
min{ v∑
a=u (A[a] −meanu,v)2} (4.15)
max{ s∑
b=t (meant −meanb)2} (4.16)
The basic data set does not contain traffic information on a 15 minute resolution.
Therefore, diurnal patterns for traffic are extracted from event counts in a couple of
sensor nodes that are close to the road side. A similar diurnal pattern is assumed
for all other roads. The industrial sources are considered as a separate source
category, which are represented by 4 separate point sources with the same source
power spectrum. The first estimate for the spectrum of industry source power is
determined from far field measurement. The categorized spectrum is shown in
figure (4.2) as LWAday , LWAevening and LWAnight, respectively.
Eight measurement stations [29, 30] are placed on buildings in the peninsula, as
shown in figure (4.3(a)). Six of them are used to calculate the source correction 
and propagation correction δ. The two remaining microphones are used to validate
the model. In this case study, LAeq (including spectrum information), L10 and L90
per 15 min is extracted from the measurement station to create the dynamic map.
Partial noise maps are calculated for the “2D” path [31], the “diffraction” path
[10] and the “scattered” path [26] for each of the 5 source categories. For the
“2D” path, 1 reflection and 1 diffraction on vertical edges (horizontal plane) are
taken into account and the buildings are assumed to have a reflection coefficient
of 0.95. When calculating the “diffraction” path, sources within 1500 m from the
receiver are considered; when calculating the “scattered” path, the structure pa-
rameters of velocity and temperature are C2v = 0.01 and C2t = 0.002, respectively.
For the “diffraction” and “scattering” path, the reflections in the vertical plane are
explicitly included, where assuming the length of the street is much longer than
the height of the buildings. However, for real measurement, the coherence is very
strong when the measurement position is close to a reflector. In this case study, the
measurement sensors are often placed on the fac¸ade of buildings. Therefore 3 dB
are removed from the measurement to avoid the coherence between the direct and
reflect sound [10][32][33].
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(c) LWAnight
Figure 4.2: Spectrum of the categorized road traffic noise sources and the industry sources.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.3: Building structure with indication of the microphone nodes in the case study
region. In (a), the validation positions are indicated in red with ID’s 206 and 220. The
circles are the sources from category 1; the triangles are for category 2; the squares are
for category 3 and the stars are for category 4. In (b), an overview of the validation site is
shown by a Google map.
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4.4.1 Analysis of fitting parameters
Based on the measured and predicted noise levels, and according to the procedure
mentioned in the previous section, the correction coefficients  and δ are found, as
shown in figures (4.4) to (4.9). The corrections  and δ are separated to values of
“day”, “evening” and “night”. This is required because at the one hand the LMS
procedure slowly adapts the corrections to more suitable values and on the other
hand, the input data for road traffic has fixed values for day, evening, and night.
Moreover, one can expect that the corrections are more similar between subse-
quent nights than between day and night periods as traffic sound shows a clear
diurnal pattern. In other words, there is more similarity between the uncertainty in
noise emission at 4 am on Monday and 4 am on Tuesday than there is between 4
am and 8 am on Tuesday for example. Generally, the results show that the source
power is overestimated and the attenuations are underestimated. Additionally, the
correction during the “day” are greater than during “evening” and “night”. Source
category 1 is close to the measurement positions but their strength is low, therefore
it seems logical that the corrections on its “2D” path is more important than its
“diffraction” and “scattered” path, as shown in figure (4.5) where the δ of “2D”
path is above the other two paths. Category 2 is further away from most of the
fitting positions and its source power is low. This category then has a very lim-
ited contribution to the sound level. Figure (4.4) and figure (4.6) shows that the
source correction  and propagation correction δ are consequently very small. The
effect of category 3 and category 4 are stronger than category 2 as shown in figure
(4.7) and (4.8). These sources are mostly screened so only small adaptations to the
direct field are expected. The overestimation of the “scattered” path is probably
caused by the strong turbulence strength. The “2D” path and “diffraction” path
are fairly calculated. According to equation (4.11) and equation (4.13), the cor-
rection of t depends on the contribution of all propagation paths in one specific
category, whilst, the correction of δt only depens on the contribution of a specific
propagation path in one specific category. Therefore, the change of sources are
assumed more quickly than the propagations. It is logical that the sources have
strong dynamic patten than the propagations. In this fitting system µ > µδ is
recommended.
For road traffic source category 1, its correction of the propagation path “diffrac-
tion” and “scattered” are smaller compared to the “2D” path correction which does
not necessarily imply that the diffraction and scattered paths are more accurately
predicted but could also be caused by the “2D” path dominating the overall prop-
agation. From road traffic source category 2 and 3, the corrections on the “diffrac-
tion” and “scattered” increase to be dominant. According to the source positions in
the case study (as shown in figure (4.3(a))), the multiple reflections and scattering
would probably dominate the propagation and thus are more likely to be adapted.
Similarly, the  and δ for the industrial source powers and their propagation are
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Figure 4.4: Adapting curve of the categorized traffic sources. C1, C2, C3 and C4 indicates
the category number.
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Figure 4.5: Adapting curve of the propagation term δ for the traffic sources category 1.
“direct” indicates the propagation correction for the direct sound path; “diffraction”
indicates the diffraction path and “scattered” indicates the turbulence scattering path.
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Figure 4.6: Adapting curve of the propagation term δ for the traffic sources category 2.
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Figure 4.7: Adapting curve of the propagation term δ for the traffic sources category 3.
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Figure 4.8: Adapting curve of the propagation term δ for the traffic sources category 4.
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Figure 4.9: Adapting curve of the propagation term δ for the industry sources category.
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also adapted. Figures (4.4) and (4.9) show the source and propagation corrections
which do not seem to converge over the period of several weeks that is consid-
ered here. According to equations (4.12) and (4.14), if the contribution of the
non-traffic sources are mainly caused by one propagation path and the non-traffic
sources are simplified by only a few points sources, the source correction  and
propagation correction δ would be difficult to distinguish from each other. In
this case, the model might not recognize whether the source or the propagation
is responsible for the mismatch between the predicted and measured sound pres-
sure level. More measurement positions closer to the sources that can separate
the contribution strength of sources and different propagation paths are therefore
necessary.
4.4.2 Validation
Using the corrections adapted from measurements, the predicted, LAeq , both at the
fitting locations and checking locations are improved, as shown in figures (4.10),
(4.11) and (4.12) which are based on 45 days of fitting. Figure (4.10) shows that
more than 75% percent of the LAeq,15min at the validation positions matches mea-
surements better than before correction. According to figure (4.10), the improve-
ment of LAeq ranges typically from 0 dB to 5 dB. Also for L90, similar improve-
ment is achieved as shown in figure (4.12). However, the improvement of L10 is
not as good as for LAeq and L90. The main reason is that the original predictions
using the model mentioned in section 4.2.1.3 were already quite accurate. Fig-
ure (4.13) shows the relation between the adapted and original predictions of L10.
Clearly, the errors of many original predictions are already less than 5 dB. If the
difference LAeq − LAeq,meas and L90 − L90,meas push the corrections to the op-
posite direction compared to L10 −L10,meas, the prediction of L10 would become
worse. Moreover, at moments and locations where the difference between mea-
sured and predicted L10 are high, non-mapped sound sources may also contribute
to the sound environment. However, the improved predictions still outweigh the
worsened ones.
Figures (4.14) to (4.16) show an LAeq noise maps at 5:00 am, 6:00 am and 7:00
am. Some dynamic changes between the noise map of 5:00 am and 6:00 am were
captured by this model. Expected significant changes between 6:00 am and 7:00
due to rush hour are easily observed.
4.5 Discussion and conclusion
An improved noise mapping based technique for interpolating between noise mea-
surements in urban noise sensing networks is proposed. The underlying model
distinguish between 2D propagation, diffraction over buildings including multiple
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Figure 4.10: Density function and cumulative probability function of the improvement on
the predicted LAeq . Negative values indicate that predictions become worse and positive
values indicate the prediction is improved after correcting. 206 and 220 are the two
validating positions.
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(b) Cumulative probability function
Figure 4.11: Density function and accumulative probability function of the improvement
on the predicted L10.
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Figure 4.12: Density function and accumulative probability function of the improvement
on the predicted L90.
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Figure 4.13: Original and adapted predictions of L10. Circle positions indicate the
predicted errors; the circle radii indicate the number of predictions with this accuracy.
Figure 4.14: Noise map at 5:00 am.
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Figure 4.15: Noise map at 6:00 am.
Figure 4.16: Noise map at 7:00 am.
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reflections in street canyons, and turbulence scattering. In doing so calculation
speed and accuracy are combined. In contrast to earlier work, the interpolation
adapts not only source powers but also propagation. For this, it relies on op-
timal source grouping and an LMS adaptation algorithm that slowly adapts the
corrections needed taking into account a regularization parameter that prevents
over-fitting. Dynamic noise maps are obtained not only for LAeq but also for per-
centile noise levels, giving L10 and L90 as an example. The analysis of the case
study shows that this method could considerably increase correspondence between
models and measurements for LAeq and L90. The main improvement range is be-
tween 0 dB and 5 dB with a peak at 3 dB. The improvement on L10 is not as good
as for LAeq or L90. The reason could be that the presented method to calculate L10
is already accurate but also that non-mapped sources could contribute. Although
increasing the source power or decreasing of the attenuation can both increase the
predicted noise level at receivers, this model can determine which should play a
more important role due to the regularisation parameter. Additionally, this model
can efficiently update the map every time step due to the use of pre-calculated par-
tial maps. In this case study with 25498 sources and 3220 receivers updating took
less than 0.5 s on an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5620 2.4 GHz.
In this study, the QSIDE model [10], [26] has been introduced from the start to im-
prove noise prediction in shielded areas compared to common-practice in strategic
noise mapping. Hence the corrections are expected to be smaller than those that
could be expected if a standard strategic noise maps is used as a starting point. In
this case study, the corrections  and δ fall in the range [-5, 5] dB. The proposed
model outperforms other approaches in its flexibility in the choice of measurement
locations. Nevertheless, the uniqueness of the solution is improved if measurement
stations are chosen in such a way that they characterise individual sources. Thus
in an ideal situation one or more measurement stations should be close to each
category of road traffic sources or industrial sources. As the measurements in
Katendrecht were the result of a participatory process, the choice of measurement
locations could not be optimised. The range of either source or propagation correc-
tions can be controlled by µ and β. For example, in the center of an urban area, the
traffic intensity is typically not available. Therefore, the source correction should
be amplified (with bigger µ or smaller β) and the propagation correction should
be depressed (with smaller µ and bigger β). By doing so, the dynamic patten of
temporary sources or traffic can be captured. If the traffic intensity are known,
such as some areas close to highways, the source correction should be depressed
and the propagation correction should be amplified. In this study, combinations
of different µ and β were compared. One of the best combinations is used in the
case study. The proposed approach for interpolating percentile noise levels is a
first order approximations. Better performance could be obtained if the local dy-
namics in traffic noise is accounted for explicitly, taking into account for example
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vehicle platoons formed by the operation of traffic lights [34, 19]. This would re-
quire more dense sensor networks - that are currently being deployed in new case
studies - and a refined approach for source corrections. In the Katendrecht case
study, neither traffic lights nor traffic jams are present at close proximity to the
dwellings and hence these factors are not of importance and free traffic flow could
be assumed. The validation only provided a general idea of the model, since the
input information of the traffic is not sufficient. Some further validation work is
necessary and some further modification of the model e.g. including more fitting
parameters could improve the prediction.
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Appendix Analysis of L10 and L90
A3.1 Adding different contributions to overall L10 and L90
As introduced in section 4.2, the total sound pressure level at receivers is obtained
as a sum of independent source categories and propagation paths. To calculate L10
orL90 of the sum of all contributions, the distribution of each of the individual con-
tributions and their mutual correlations needs to be known. As this information is
generally not available, a simplified methodology is proposed. For each contribu-
tion, it is either assumed that the sound is constant or that its levels are normally
distributed and independent from all other contributions. From the look-up table,
the traffic sound sources are considered as constant if the ∣L10,m,n − Leq,m,n∣ <
1dB and ∣Leq,m,n − L90,m,n∣ < 1dB where m is source category and n is prop-
agation path category. For a constant sound, Leq = L10 = L90. When summing
constant sounds, all percentile levels are simply equal to the energetic sum of all
individual LAeq’s.
Another common situation is that one contribution can be considered as constant
and the other one is fluctuating. In these situations, a good approximation for the
percentile level of the total sound is obtained as:
Lx = { Leq,const if Leq,const ≥ Lx,fluctuatingLx,fluctuating if Leq,const < Lx,fluctuating (4.17)
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where Leq,const is the equivalent level of the constant source and Lx,fluctuating is
the percentile level of the fluctuating source.
If two or more contributions are fluctuating, it is assumed that the sound intensity
at the receiver position satisfies the normal distribution, then the relation between
L10 and Leq is: 100.1L10 − 100.1Leq = 1.28σ, where σ is the standard deviation of
the normal distribution. Generally, a source (road) m propagating to a receiver by
path n is:
100.1L10,m,n − 100.1Leq,m,n = 1.28σm,n (4.18)
According to the properties of normal distribution, the total L10 and L90 are:
L10 = 10 log10 (∑
m
∑
n
100.1Leq,m,n + 1.28√∑
m
∑
n
σ2m,n) (4.19)
L90 = 10 log10 (∑
m
∑
n
100.1Leq,m,n − 1.28√∑
m
∑
n
σ2m,n) (4.20)
As a result, to calculate L10 and L90, the following procedure is followed 1) group
all contributions into two classes: “constant” and “fluctuating” 2) sum contribu-
tions within one class according to equation and (4.19) and (4.20) respectively; 3)
calculate the overall L10 and L90 by equation (4.17).
A3.2 Calculation of ∂∂t−1m L10, ∂∂t−1m L90, ∂∂δt−1m,nL10 and ∂∂δt−1m,nL90
According to the formulation of L10 and L90 as well as equation (4.17), the deriva-
tive respect to t−1m and δt−1m,n equals to zero for the source category m and prop-
agation category n for which the contribution is eliminated by this equation. If
the dominating contribution to L10 and L90 belongs to the “constant” class, the
derivative becomes the derivative of LAeq , for which formulas have already been
derived. If the dominating contribution belongs to the “fluctuating” class levels,
according to equation (4.19, 4.20) the derivatives ∂
∂t−1m L10 and ∂∂δt−1m,nL90 become:
∂
∂t−1m L10 = 10ln 10
∂
∂t−1m ∑m∑n 100.1Leq,m,n + 1.28 ∂∂δt−1m,n√∑m∑n σ2m,n∑m∑n 100.1Leq,m,n + 1.28√∑m∑n σ2m,n (4.21)
Since ∑m∑n 100.1Leq,m,n is actually ∑Nsi ∑Nhj 100.1[L′W,f,i(t)−A′f,i,j(p,t)] and ac-
cording to equation (4.10):
∂
∂t−1m ∑m ∑n 100.1Leq,m,n =
ln 10
10
100.1
t−1
m
Nn∑
n=1 10−0.1δ
t−1
m,n∑
j∈n∑i∈m100.1[LW,f,i(t)−Af,i,j(p,t)] (4.22)
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The second part in the nominator of equation (4.21) is ∂
∂t−1m,n
√∑m∑n σ2m,n =
σm,n√∑m∑n σ2m,n (∑n ∂∂t−1m σm,n). For “diffraction” path n = 2 and “scattered” path
n = 3, it will always be assumed that the contribution belongs to the “constant”
group and thus these terms will never occur in the summation. Therefore∑n ∂∂t−1m σm,n ≈
∂
∂t−1m σm,1. Substituting this approximation and equation (4.18) to equation (4.21)leads
to:
∂
∂t−1m σm,1 = 11.28 ∂∂t−1m [100.1(L′eq,m,1+∆10,m,1) − 100.1L′eq,m,1]= 1
1.28
∂
∂t−1m {10t−1m −δt−1m,1[∑i∈m100.1(LW,f,i−Af,i,1+∆10,m,1)−∑
i∈m100.1(LW,f,i−Af,i,1)]}= ln 10
12.8
10
t−1
m −δt−1m,1(100.1∆10,m,1 − 1)∑
i∈m100.1(LW,f,i−Af,i,1) (4.23)
where, Leq,m,1 is the equivalent level of source category m by propagation path 1
(“2D” path) and ∆10,m,1 is the level difference obtained from the tabulated results
of typical traffic situations as explained before. While deriving Eqs. (4.23), it is
assumed that σm,1 is constant. This implies that the traffic intensity and speed
are assumed constant and thus the difference between L10 and Leq is constant. In
other words, all inaccuracy is assumed to be related to the sound power emitted by
each single vehicle.
Similarly, ∂
∂t−1m L90 can also be resolved.
∂
∂t−1m L90 = 10ln 10
∂
∂t−1m ∑m∑n 100.1Leq,m,n − 1.28 σm,n√∑m∑n σ2m,n ∂∂t−1m σm,1∑m∑n 100.1Leq,m,n − 1.28√∑m∑n σ2m,n (4.24)
The ∂
∂δt−1m,nL10 and ∂∂δt−1m,nL90 can be solved as above
∂
∂δt−1m,nL10 = 10ln 10
∂
∂δt−1m,n ∑m∑n 100.1Leq,m,n + 1.28 σm,n√∑m∑n σ2m,n ∂∂δt−1m σm,1∑m∑n 100.1Leq,m,n + 1.28√∑m∑n σ2m,n (4.25)
∂
∂δt−1m,nL90 = 10ln 10
∂
∂δt−1m,n ∑m∑n 100.1Leq,m,n − 1.28 σm,n√∑m∑n σ2m,n ∂∂δt−1m σm,1∑m∑n 100.1Leq,m,n − 1.28√∑m∑n σ2m,n (4.26)
where
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∂
∂δt−1m,n ∑m∑n 100.1Leq,m,n = −100.1t−1m 10−0.1δt−1m,n∑
j∈n∑i∈m100.1[LW,f,i(t)−Af,i,j(p,t)]
∂
∂δt−1m,nσm,1 =
{ 0 if n ≠ 1− ln 10
12.8
10δ
t−1
m,j−δt−1m,1(100.1∆10,m,1 − 1)∑NmNm−1 100.1(LW,f,i−Af,i,1) if n = 1
(4.27)
A3.3 Comparison between source correction and source & prop-
agation correction
As mentioned in the previous sections, it is possible to update a noise map by only
correcting sources. As this is the most common approach in map based interpola-
tion today, the impact of including also corrections on propagation is investigated
in more detail in this appendix. Figures (4.17) to (4.19) show the improvements
by updating both sources and propagations compared to only updating the sources.
For this purpose, the proposed model is run twice on the same measurement period,
once allowing  and δ to adapt, once keeping δ = 0. This results in an improvement
with respect to measurements of ∆,δ and ∆ respectively. The distribution for all
time intervals during 45 days is shown as a function of ∆,δ −∆ in figure (4.17).
The positive values mean better predicting obtained by updating both sources and
propagations. The negative values mean the opposite.
Figure (4.17) shows that correcting the sources and the propagations get better pre-
diction of LAeq around 80% percent in average. Most of the improvements fall in
the range [0,1.2] dB. For L10, the propagation correction does not affect the pre-
diction considerably, as shown in figure (4.18). This is because sound peaks are
assumed to be caused by the closest road and the direct propagation path that is
least likely to be incorrect. Therefore only modifying the source can achieve sim-
ilar improvement compared with correcting both sources and propagation paths.
The propagation correction improves the L90 prediction considerably. More than
90% in average are better if both corrections are applied. The reason could be that
L90 is governed by the overall noise environment and not only by the traffic on the
closest road, which is often a minor road in the residential area under study. The
contribution of the distant sources toL90 play more important role and propagation
corrections, such as diffraction and turbulent scattering may improve these.
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(b) Cumulative probability function
Figure 4.17: Comparison of LAeq between updating only sources and sources &
propagations
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(b) Cumulative probability function
Figure 4.18: Comparison of L10 between updating only sources and sources &
propagations
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(b) Cumulative probability function
Figure 4.19: Comparison of L90 between updating only sources and sources &
propagations
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5
Conclusions and future work
5.1 Conclusions
This research work is inspired by the underestimation of sound pressure levels
at shielded urban locations commonly observed in strategic noise map and the
bonus of the presence of a quiet side with relation to the perception of environ-
mental noise. With the proposed urban background model (QSIDE model), better
predictions at shielded locations were achieved and this model was also used as
a propagation category to reduce the degrees of freedom in a dynamic mapping
technique.
Previous commonly used engineering models for noise mapping at shielded loca-
tions either suffered from lack of accuracy such as ISO9613-2 or limited compu-
tational efficiency such as NORD2000. The QSIDE model emerged to fill the gap
between these two. Achieving a good prediction for diffraction over roof tops in a
canyon often requires more than 10 reflections, which leads to extremely long CPU
time even with the simple algorithm mentioned in ISO9613-2. On the other hand,
the QSIDE model handles the sum of reflections from 1 to infinity into an explicit
Hurwitz-Lerch transcendent due to the simplification of the diffraction function
over a thick barrier. Both FDTD simulations and theoretical solutions showed
that the simplified diffraction function has a good accuracy. Therefore, the QSIDE
model can improve the predictions without considerably increasing the calculating
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time, which can potentially provide a guide for predicting models in the future.
Including the effect of roughness and diffusion is another advantage of the QSIDE
model. After obtaining the basic form of the QSIDE model based on a flat fac¸ade
surface, a few parameters were fitted from a large number of FDTD simulations
to consider the roughness of the fac¸ades. These parameters represented the av-
erage roughness of a canyon in a city. In case the diffraction over the roof top
in the strategic noise maps is removed, the QSIDE correction could be directly
applied to the strategic noise map. Even though the strategic noise map included
one diffraction over the roof top, adding the QSIDE model to the strategic noise
map could still be a first estimation. A case study in Gent, Belgium showed the
aforementioned concept.
The QSIDE model is still a 2.5 D approach where 2D tracing is combined with
propagation in vertical cross sections. The total contribution is the energetic sum
of all the cross sections which is the same as the latest noise mapping algorithm.
To predict propagation over different roof shapes or over multiple city canyons,
the QSIDE model was generalized. The generalized model can deal with a few
typical canyon configurations such as canyons formed by buildings of both the
same height and different height. The generalized form was also validated by
FDTD simulations. Additionally, the generalized QSIDE model depends only on
the vertical heights of buildings leading to a very stable calculation methodology
for the background noise level. The required input arguments, such as the geomet-
rical information of the section planes, can be provided directly by the 2.5 D noise
mapping approach.
As shown in some studies, the turbulent scattering sometimes dominate the contri-
bution to a receiver specifically for high frequencies. The total contribution would
then be the sum of the QSIDE model correction and the turbulent correction.
Based on the developed background model, a dynamic noise mapping method for
interpolating noise maps between measurement stations is explored by implement-
ing the Least-Mean Squares method (LMS). Moreover, compared to only updating
source powers, the LMS fitting allowed to correct both the sources and the propa-
gation paths. By grouping the sources and propagation paths in a few categories,
the number of degrees of freedom in the system to be solved reduced to a very
small number and the interpolation procedure could be ran in a very short time
interval. This dynamic noise mapping technique allowed updating not only the
Leq but also the percentile levels which is very useful for soundscape or noise
perception studies.
5.2 Suggestions for future work
The advantage of the QSIDE model and the dynamic mapping strategy were high-
lighted in the dissertation. The following are some suggestions for future work.
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The QSIDE model is validated as a nice tool to calculate the background noise
level. However, to become part of the future guidelines (hopefully), additional
validations and implementations are also needed. The model has already been
checked by a researcher from Chalmers University with “SoundPlan” software by
designating different reflections and absorption coefficients of the fac¸ades. To run
a few calculating campaigns would also be very helpful to further validation of the
model.
The generalized QSIDE model had offered options to handle non-flat roof shapes.
However, it is difficult for the current 2.5 D approach to provide roof shape infor-
mation in the vertical dimension. How to integrate the information of the vertical
dimension will be a long term research topic. The effect of the turbulent scattering
of the QSIDE model is strongly related to the meteorological condition. Detailed
meteorological measurements are still not available now in many cities. In the fu-
ture, finding a way to interpolate the data between different weather stations could
be one option to get the turbulent strength and increasing the density of the weather
stations could be another option.
The street canyon may not be the same between newly developed regions having
a lot of skyscrapers and historically grown cities having clusters of low buildings.
Situations will be quite different when implementing the QSIDE model in these
regions.
The QSIDE model focused on the reflections over building roof, however, the mul-
tiple reflections could also affect the receivers inside the canyon. To find a simple
solution for reflections inside the canyon could also be an interesting research topic
in the future.
Although the dynamic mapping method was developed mainly based on road traf-
fic sources, other sources are open to add as separate categories. Two special
sources, a church bell and and a open party, have been checked in Gent Belgium
by this method. Different regions may have varied special sources which could
be the major reasons to cause annoyance and sleep disturbance. The dynamic
noise mapping method could be an option to quantify these effects. Adding extra
sources would increase the number of degrees of freedom. In this research, the
number of measurement positions is 8, so it is difficult to include so many local
sources. Luckily, a dense measurement network with around 30 measurement sta-
tions is deploying in Paris now. It would be possible to implement the method to
do further study about the dynamic pattern to perception etc.
The method used in the dynamic noise mapping offers a pilot study to interpo-
late Leq and L10 and L90 between measurements. Other acoustic indicators or
even sound events can also be interpolated similarly. In the future, the effect of
meteorological changes and number of intermediate buildings could possibly be
integrated into the fitting system as a separate correction term. Additionally, the
detailed information of vehicles such as speed and traffic flow could also be inte-
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grated into the fitting system. Indeed, the increase of DOF would call for a dense
measurement network.
A
Appendix
This appendix contains the comparison of the road traffic source power model
proposed by the HARMONOISE project and the CNOSSOS-EU project and
evaluates the diffraction functions of ISO9613-2, HARMONOISE, CNOSSOS-
EU, NMPB2008, NORD2000, QSIDE and Pierce. The background noise
model presented in this work is based on a large number of full-wave simu-
lations performed with the finite-difference time-domain technique. The basic
geometry and parameters used for the latter are described in the second part
of this Appendix.
A.1 Comparison of source model between CNOSSOS-
EU and HARMONOISE
In the HARMONOISE road traffic source power model, the vehicles are divided
into 3 main categories and other 2 special categories according to their engine type
and number of axles. A single vehicle is simplified to two point sources. One is
0.01 m above the ground and the other one is positioned either 0.3 m (for a light
vehicle) or 0.75 m (for a heavy vehicle) above the road surface. These two points
are used to describe the rolling and propulsion noise, respectively. The emission
strengths of the rolling and propulsion noise depend on the source category and
the speed of the vehicle, as shown in the following equations:
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LWR = AR(f) +BR(f) log( v
vref
) (A.1)
LWP = AP (f) +BP (f) × v − vref
vref
(A.2)
where LWR is the emission power level of the rolling noise; LWP is the emis-
sion power level of the propulsion noise; AR(f) and BR(f) are coefficients to
calculate the emission of rolling noise; AP (f) and BP (f) are coefficients to cal-
culate the emission propulsion noise; v is the speed of the vehicle and vref is the
reference speed which equals 70 km/h.
The values of coefficientsAR(f),BR(f),AP (f) andBP (f) depends on the type
of categories and frequency f . The frequency f in HARMONOISE can be in 1/3
octave bands.
CNOSSOS-EU is a recently developed noise assessment method for strategic noise
mapping, which is currently recommended to be used in the EU member states.
This model has a similar structure as HARMONOISE. However, the difference
in the road traffic source emission model are significant. In CNOSSOS-EU, a
single vehicle is now simplified as a single point source at the height of 0.05 m
above the road surface instead of two point sources as mentioned above. The
emission calculation of the rolling noise part and propulsion noise part are similar
as HARMONOISE:
LWR = AR(f) +BR(f) log( v
vref
) +∆LWR(v) (A.3)
LWP = AP (f) +BP (f) × v − vref
vref
+∆LWP (v) (A.4)
where ∆LWR(v) is an extra correction for special roads and vehicle conditions
and ∆LWP (v) is an extra correction for the specific driving conditions or actual
regional conditions. The total emission power level should then be the energetic
sum of the two parts LW = 10 log10(10LWR/10 + 10LWP /10).
While 1/3 octave bands were used in HARMONOISE, the coefficients to calculate
the rolling and propulsion noise are only available in octave bands in CNOSSOS-
EU. As a newer model, the CNOSSOS-EU may include some new measurement
data for some new vehicles . Two types of comparisons will be presented. 1) Com-
parison of total rolling and total propulsion noise under the reference conditions
(CNOSSOS-EU):
• a constant vehicle speed
• a flat road
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• an air temperature 20oC
• a virtual reference road surface, consisting of an average of dense asphalt
concrete 0/11 and stone mastic asphalt 0/11, between 2 and 7 years old and
in a representative maintenance condition
• a dry road surface
• no studded tyres
Figure (A.1) shows the total emission power level caused by the rolling noise.
The rolling noise power level in the CNOSSOS-EU model is less than the HAR-
MONOISE model for category 1, passenger cars. For the heavy vehicles, the two
model have very similar predictions. Figure (A.2) is the total emission power level
caused by the propulsion noise. The predictions of the CNOSSOS-EU model is
considerably lower than the HARMONOISE model.
From figure (A.3) to figure (A.14) are comparison of these coefficients. For the
coefficients in the HARMONOISE model, the coefficients values of all underlying
1/3 octave bands are energetically summed to produce every octave bands.
A.2 Comparison of diffraction functions among dif-
ferent models
A concise comparison of attenuation caused by diffraction between different mod-
els is listed below. The additional attenuation caused by sound diffracting over an
obstacle of ISO9613-2 and CNOSSOS-EU are very similar. For ISO9613-2 the
barrier attenuation Dz in a downward refraction condition is:
Dz = 10 log10[3 + C2C3λ zKmet] (A.5)
where, C2 = 20 for including the ground effect; C2 = 40 for excluding the ground
effect; C3 = 1 for single diffraction, otherwise C3 = 1+(5λ/e)21/3+(5λ/e)2 , e is the width of a
double barrier, λ is the wavelength; z is the difference between the diffracted and
direct path; Kmet is correction for meteorological condition. ISO9613-2 suggests
that Dz should be no greater than 20 dB and 25 dB for single and double diffrac-
tion respectively in any octave band. Only the pure diffraction formula without
ground reflection is discussed in the following text. After ISO9613, numerical
methods usually offer both downward and non-refracting-atmosphere conditions
for formulas of diffraction. In the following parts only the propagation formulas
in non-refracting-atmosphere conditions are discussed. The CNOSSOS-EU and
NMPB2008 use a similar method to calculate Dz in non-refracting-atmosphere
conditions:
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Figure A.1: Rolling noise of the default condition where “CAT” is the category; “CNS” is
CNOSSOS-EU; “HMS” is Harmonoise. category m = 1 indicates the “light vehicles”;
category m = 2 indicates medium heavy vehicles; category m = 3 indicates the heavy
vehicles.
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Figure A.2: Propulsion noise of the default condition.
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Figure A.3: AR of category m = 1, light vehicles.
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Figure A.4: BR of category m = 1.
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Figure A.5: AP of category m = 1.
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Figure A.6: BP of category m = 1.
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Figure A.7: AR of category m = 2, medium heavy vehicles.
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Figure A.8: BR of category m = 2.
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Figure A.9: AP of category m = 2.
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Figure A.10: BP of category m = 2.
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Figure A.11: AR of category m = 3, heavy vehicles.
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Figure A.12: BR of category m = 3.
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Figure A.13: AP of category m = 3.
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Figure A.14: BP of category m = 3.
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Dz = 10Ch log10[3 + 40C3λ δ] (A.6)
where Ch = min{ fmh0250 ,1}, fm is the central frequency of an octave band, h0
is the maximum height from the barrier edge to the equivalent ground, δ is the
length difference between the diffraction path and the direct path. CNOSSOS-EU
suggests a 25 dB limit for Dz . HARMONOISE uses Deygout’s diffraction model
which is a step-wise function.
Dz(NF ) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 for NF < −0.25−6 + 12√−NF for − 0.25 ≤ NF ≤ 0−6 − 12√NF for 0 ≤ NF ≤ 0.25−8 − 8√NF for 0.25 ≤ NF ≤ 1−16 − 10 logNF for NF > 1
(A.7)
with Fresnel numberNF = 2δ/λ, where δ is the difference between diffracted path
and the direct path.
The diffraction function in the NORD2000 is fitted by a 12 order polynomial series
as:
AD(X) = sign(X)[f(∣X ∣) − j g(∣X ∣)] (A.8)
where f(x) = 12∑
n=0anxn, g(x) = 12∑n=0 bnxn
Based on the above equation, the attenuation of NORD2000 for a double diffrac-
tion is:
Dz = −10 log10 {[f(∣XS ∣)2 + g(∣XS ∣)2][f(∣XR∣)2 + g(∣XR∣)2]} (A.9)
whereXS is parameter related to the source side which can be found in NORD2000
report; XR is parameter related to the receiver side.
The diffraction model in ISO9613-2 or CNOSSOS-EU leads to considerable dif-
ferences compared to full-wave reference simulations in the case of thick barriers
corresponding to the dimensions of a house or building. The step-wise function of
HARMONOISE is highly above the simulation curve in high frequencies as shown
in figure (A.16).The new model to calculate the diffraction over a thick barrier is
presented in this dissertation as:
AD = j ( 0.37
0.37 +BXS+ 0.370.37 +XR+ ) (A.10)
where B = √wL/[(w + rS)(w + rr)] is a scalar multiplied to the smaller one of
XS+ and XR+. Here, XS+ < XR+ is assumed. XS+ and XR+ are geometrical
related parameters which will be explained in detail in the following chapters. We
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Figure A.15: Configuration of the comparison.
call this model as “QSIDE” model. The corresponding attenuation of a double
diffraction is:
Dz = −10 log10 [( 0.370.37 +BXS+ )2 ( 0.370.37 +XR+ )2] (A.11)
Figure (A.16) shows a comparison between the aforementioned methods for a typi-
cal building configuration in urban situations. The configuration is shown in figure
(A.15)
Results of “Pierce”, “NORD2000” and “QSIDE” are very close to the “FDTD”
simulations. Others strongly deviate from the reference simulations. Although
“Pierce” method is slightly more accurate, it requires much longer calculating time
than the “QSIDE” method. A comparison of the computational cost between these
models is shown in chapter 3.
A.3 Configurations of FDTD simulations
In this research, the canyon-to-canyon propagation approach was applied. There-
fore, a lot of typical canyon geometries were simulated. Then, the engineering
model was tuned based on these simulations. These simulations cover a wide
range of building widths, canyon widths and building heights, as well as different
source and receiver positions. The fac¸ades are modelled with different protrusions
and regressions to simulate the diffusion of soudn by surface irregularities. The
normalized impedance of windows and brick walls were chosen to be Zn = 77
and Zn = 10 respectively. The effect of air absorption is added to the simulated
impulse response afterwards.
The cell size used in the FDTD simulation is smaller than 2 cm (most of them are
2 cm and others are 1 cm) which is suitable for simulations frequency higher than
1500 Hz. Perfectly matched layers (PML) were assigned in the outer boundaries as
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Figure A.16: Comparison of the diffraction term in different engineering methods for a
typical urban setting. Source to barrier fac¸ades 4.8 m; source to barrier top 10 m; receiver
to barrier fac¸ades 4.5 m; receiver to barrier top 5.7 m; rigid barrier with external angle
1.5pi (the angle from fac¸ade to the barrier top).
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a perfect absorbing boundary condition with the thickness 40 times cell size . The
distance from the building top to the closest boundary of the PML is greater than
12 m, which is approximately 3 times the wave length of 80 Hz sound. Because
the 3 D FDTD simulations would take too much time to run over many common
urban geometrical configurations, the simulations in this work are only 2 D cases.
The time step, governed by the Courant number stability criterion, were 0.00002 s
and 0.00004 s for the 1 cm cell grid and 2 cm cell grid, respectively. The number
of time steps is determined by the geometrical size so that simulation times were
sufficiently long so convergence was reached for the sound pressure levels. The
source was a Gaussian pulse with the central frequency 850 Hz. The main goal
of these FDTD simulations is to correct for the roughness and diffusion caused by
non-flat fac¸ades inside a canyon, therefore, the effect of wind was not included.
The velocity v at discrete time t and position x is in a simple form:
vt+0.5x(x+0.5) = vt−0.5x(x+0.5) − dtρ0
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
pt(x+1) − pt
dt
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (A.12)
The sound pressure p at the cell center is:
pt+1 = pt − dt c2ρ0∑
x
vt+0.5x(x+0.5) − vt+0.5x(x−0.5)
dx
(A.13)
where x is the group of the spacial indices (i, j, k); x(x+0.5) indicates the position
x at the positive direction of a cell surface; x(x − 0.5) indicates the position x at
the negative direction of a cell surface; the sum over x runs over all the (i, j, k)
indices; t + 0.5 indicates an intermediate time; c is the speed of sound; ρ0 is the
density of ambient air. The solutions of the simulations follow the above form
of pressure and velocity. A typical sound pressure p as a function of t in the
simulations is depicted in figure (A.17):
To formulate the background noise model, 566 FDTD simulations were consid-
ered. Different parameters Hs, Hi, Hr, Ws, Wi and Wr (which is illustrated in
figure 2.2) are plotted in pie charts from figure (A.18) to figure (A.19).
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Figure A.17: An impulse response of a typical FDTD simulation case. In this plot, the time
step is 0.00002 s
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Figure A.18: Percentage of different Hs, Hi and Hr .
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Figure A.19: Percentage of different Ws, Wi and Wr .
